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TABLES OF WING-AILERON COEFFICIENTS OF OSCILLATING
AIR FORCES FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL SUPERSONIC FLOW
By Vera Huckel and Barbara J. Durling
suMMARY
Wing-aileron coefficients of oscillating air forces for two-
dimensional supersonic flow are tabulated for Mach numbers of 10/9,
514) ~o/7, 5/3, 2, and 5/2. Various ratios of control-surface chord
to airfoil chord are employed in the calculations, nsmely, 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 and for each conibinationof
chord ratio and Mach number approximately.35values of reduced frequency
are utilized. For completenessj.the exact and some approximate expres-
sions for the tabulated quantities are given. The approximate expres-
sions we useful for extending the tables to lower values of the fre-
quency and also for interpolation between Mach numbers. The tables
presented can be used directly in oscillating-air-forceor flutter
calculations.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years various authors have worked on the theory of
nonstationary flow past airfoils at supersonic speeds (see, for exsmple,
reference 1). This t~eoreticsl work, in particular for harmonically
oscillating airfoils, is of special interest in discussions of flutter
at supersonic speeds. In reference 1 vsrious applications to flutter
of wings and control surfaces have been’considered, and in particular
a detailed treatment and discussion of numerical results have been
given for the special subcase of wing bending-torsion flutter. Various
numerical tables of interest for application to this case of wing
flutter are presented in reference 1 but no numericsl tabulations or
results are given for flutter involving control surfaces. Some graphicsl
values for oscillating aileron coefficients have appeared but these are
of a qualitative interest and do not take the place of, or fulfill the
need for, tables.
.
The present pap= is devoted to the listing of tables that can
be used in calculations of flutter and in the determination of oscil-
lating air forces of wing-aileron combinations in two-dimensional
supersonic flow. Various Mach nunibersand ratios of control-surface
chord to airfoil chord have been employed in the calculations. Six of
the Mach mmbers that were employed in the tables of reference 1 have .
been usedj namely, 10/9, 5/4, 10/7, 7/3, 2, and 5/2, and the range of
.“
*
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chord ratio is 0.1 to 0.9 in increments of 0.1. For each combination
of Mach number and chord ratio approximately 35 vslues of reduced
frequency were employed. The tables have been prepared principally
by the use of a general-purpose automatic-sequence relay-type computing













density, slugs per cubic foot
velocity of main stream (supersonic), feet per second
velocity of sound in undisturbed medium, feet per second
Mach number (v/c)
nondtiensional coordinate (abscissa)measured from
wing leading edge, positive in direction of main
stresm
abscissa of axis of rotation of wing section (elastic
axis), measured from wing leading edge
abscissa of aileron hinge, measured from
leading edge
one-half chord, feet \
The quantities x, X0, and xl are nondimensional
“ chord 2b as reference length.
wing
based on the
ho complex amplitude of vertical displacement of axis of
rotation, positive downward, feet
a. complex smplitude of angular displacement about axis of
rotation, positive leading edge up, radians
PO complex smplitude of angular displacement of aileron,
measured with respect to a, positive trailing edge
down, radians
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(f)=2frequency parameter —2 -1
Bessel function of the first
aerodyntic normal.force per
downward, pounds per foot
aerodynamic moment about the
kind of order n
unit span, positive
torsional axis x = ~
per unit span, positive leading edge up, foot-pounds
. per foot
aerodynamic moment on the aileron about its hinge x = xl
per unit spsn, positive trailing edge down, foot-pounds
per foot
quantities defined,by equation (1)
dummy variable employed in table VII to represent xl
or 1 - xl
DISCUSSION AND DESCRIPTION OF TABLES
and moment equations for an oscillating wing-aileron







[?’9~ = -4pb%2k2eiat ~ (Nl
I
11iL2) +w(Ii3 + iL4) + Po(L5+ fi6)
‘1‘%) ‘~C)(M3+ m4)”+130(q+iM6] (1)
II+ iN2) +~o(IY3 + iN4) + Po(N5 + ‘6)
.
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where P is the force, ~ is the moment about
rotation x = ~, and % is the moment on the
the wing axis of
aileron about its
hinge x = xl. The quantities with odd subscripts sre components
in phase with the respective associated displacements ~, ~,
and PO, while the quantities with the even subscripts are 90° Out
of phase with these displacements. The components depend on Mach
number M and reduced frequency k; ~so, L3, L4, MIj M2) M3j M4>
Ms, M6, N3, and N4 depend on XO, while L5, L6, M5, M& NI, N2,
N3, N4, N5, and N~ depend on xl. A useful alternative frequency
parameter is & which is related to M and k by & =
*W2
M2 - 1“
Reference 1 contains numerical tables which are directly concerned
with L1~ L2Y L3> L@ MI> ~> M3> and M4 while the present paper is
concerned with L5, L6, ~, M6, Nly N2Y N3) N4j N5) ad N6Q It was
found convenient in reference 1 to tabulate certain related primed
quantities which are obtained when XO = O and refer to the leading
edge, instead of the unprimed quantities. In the development of the
tables of reference 1 certain relations between the primed and unprimed







these relations–and similar-proceduresare ~eeded.






Ma=. M3 f ‘-















A convenient set of analytical expressions for calculating the
various functions in equation (2) is as follows:
L3‘ ‘=L@ +~L2(@ +A1(@
Lk‘ = L2(fi)
- ~L@) +A2(@
Ml‘ =Ll(fi) - A1(@
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In the foregoing expressions there appears the tmportant transcen-
dental function definedby (see reference 1, equation (22))
fo(M,~) = foR(fi)+ ifol(G) =; ~e_iuJo@%u (4)
Values of this function can be obtained from the tables of references 1
and 2. It was found, in the course of making the calculations, that
the numerical tables of reference 2 were not adequate for certain values
of the frequency parameter.- Therefore, supplementary tables of this
basic function are included in the present paper (table I). It is
noted in particular that the tables of reference 2 do not have enough
significant digits for accurate calculation of the coefficients for.
the lowest values of reduced frequency. In connection with this remark
it is pointed out that a few errors exist in the tables of reference 1
associated with the smallest values of & For very.small values of
the frequency parsmeter, other formulas may be listed for the component
coefficients. These expressions can be obtained with the aid of the -
recursion formula given in reference 1, equation (21) and represent the
proper expansions with only the first-order effect of the frequency
retained. For convenience of reference the main formulas are listed “
herewith:
.
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.












-1 M2-1 2.fi2(M2- L) fi(M2 --~)2 15
.
(5d)2X0~3’ + iL4’) + (M1”+ ~~
.
As mentioned, the present paper is concerned primarily with the
evaluation of the quantities L5> L6> M5> WY Nl> N2> N3j N’) N5>
and N6. The tables contain directly L5, L6, Nl, N2, N5, and N6.
Instea~ of listing N3 and N4 directly the related pr-tiedquanti-
ties N31 and N4’ are given where
!
-N3 = N3’ - 2x@l
‘ N4=N4’ - 2XON2
Tables of the coefficients
~ and M6 arenotrequired since they can
be obtained in terms of other tsbulated quantities. ‘l?hus
M5 =N5+ 2(x1 - xo)L5
..
[ M6 = N6 + 2(X1 - XO)L6
.-,
.- —___,______ .... . .. . . .- .._- ..... .. . . ______------ ___
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Explicit analytical expressions have been employed in the calcula-
tion of the various functions tabulated in the present ??al?er”~ese
relations are equivalent to the expressions presented in reference 1
and follow’from them by reduction and substitution and are defined as
{
L5 =(1-x1)3 Ll[fi(l-xl)] +A1~(l- 1
1
L2[Z(1 - X1]x1)] + + - xl) .




({N5 = .(1 - X1)4: @(l
1 {H-.k(l -xl) ‘2°1-
N6=(l-
({[
44 L2 G(1%) ~
1
k (1 {[(Ll&l-- xl)
—
- xl)q- }BJ6(1 - Xljj +
X1)J + A2 [fi(l - ‘11])
-xl)] - 1B2~(1 - xl~ -
1)









~ = N5 + 2(x1 - XO)L5 o
Mfj= N6 + 2(X1 - X(JL6
It should be noted that the functions appearing in equations (6)
are in the ssme form as those of equations (3) but that the arguments
are different in that modified reduced frequencies sre employed. Thus,
for example,
f-
( :x,)2~ifrF(l - ‘,1 -A1~(l - ’11 = ~&*2k2 1
‘JT1ix’)lcOsa(’-‘JM
-‘J%x’)]sin}(Z(1 - xl)
Also it should be observed that L ‘3 > L4’> Ml’, ~’, M3’, and M4’
of equations (3) appear in the expressions, and in some of them,
nsmely the equations for NI> N2> ~3’j and N4’, both C3 and Txl
appear in the arguments.
Approxtiate expressions similar to those for Ll> L2~ L3Y L4)
Ml) M2, M3, and M4 given in equation (5) may be obtained with the
——— -.. . . —.— ._____ ..-—

















-l 3(M2 - 1) fi2(M2- 1)2
[
2M2(M2 - 2)(1 - xl)
i






( )- 3X1 + X13
[
+ ~ 2M2(1 -








3(M2 - 1) ‘
4M4(1 - 2X1 + X12)
&(# - 1)2
4M2(M2 - 2)(2 ). (- 3X1 + X13 Zi4- 5x~ + X15+ II-)363(M2- 1)2 15
{
~6 ~ (1 - X1)2 (M2 + 1)(1 - X1)2 4#
=1 ‘2 - ‘ + E)2(M2- 1)2+
‘
[ ]
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It may be remarked that these formulas can be useful as a basis








a full-chord control surface hinged at the wing leading
to xl = o. Values for this particul& case are not
tables. However, in this case the aileron coefficients








M6 = My’ - ~L4’
N1 = Ml’ ,
N2 = ~’





All digits in these tables are believed significant, the last digit,
however, having been rounded off. In the course of the automatic
..——
.
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calculations seven significant digits were carried and ten significant
digits were used in the check computations.“ ,.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
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xl L5 L6 % .N2 N3‘ N4‘ N3 N(5
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TABLEII.–l?KUIESOF”FUNCTIONSFORKUEROM FIUJVERCAICUIATIONS
FOR M = $ - Continued
‘1 ‘5 L6 % N2 ‘3‘ N4‘ N5 N6
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‘1 ., ‘5 ‘6 Nl N2 N3 N4‘ N5 N6


































































ZE= 3.60;~ = 2.924o
r1.1 7.7492.2 6.8$)24.3 6.279G.4 5.8749.5 5.5466.6 5.1026.7 4.3629.8 3.2289.9 1.7255~. 36341–1.0697–1.7150-2.1347-2.2080-1.9128-1.3461–.69832–.191J.9L0.10422 1.3789-.0501261.0599-.14903 .82717-.18557 .64974-.16939 .49936-.12187 .35876-.067632 .22542-.025863 .10983-.ook636 .0293025.73994.48433.49382.69012.00221.3882.84457.40123.105252.77092.63352.37701.99541.52511.0320.58943.25600.0604375.35763.89742.97312.k.4522.08k3L 6882~1.1766‘ .61633.17058L 6488.44843.–.32190–1.0725–1.1595–.89950–.50592–.18153–.025337.





















































–.24875 –.0K263r.113.345.212.650.3I2.104.4u.522.510.707.6 9.4871.7 7.7616.8 5.526~.9 2.8781 ,.2152 7.3964.81o4o 5.3797.53250 3.8538.35282 2.7’248.23961 1.8894.16422 1.2551.10615 .75725.0562c6 .36894.016838 .mm9 L 06271.4705L 70671.73221.55201.2136.79702.39771.10784L8.12i2 -1.42626.9397 -2.70916.Id34 -3.20785.3648 –3.0109;.;73; -2.3450–1.5oll‘2:1844 -.746121.0746 -.24746.28582 -.033045
-~
——. ——.— —.. —.— .--——z.——— - -
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TABLEII.–VALUESOF FONCTIONSFOR AIZERONFLUTTERCALODLATIONS
FOR M=~ – continues
‘1 L3 L6 ‘1 N2 N3* N4t N5 N6
.
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FOR M = f - Continued
xl
‘5 Lfj- N1 N2 N3‘ Nb‘ ‘5 N6
~ -6.2657G = 1.68;
).151.265–19.663 4.7463 4.1976 31.535 –19.033 37.454 -2C.444
.248.610–17.531 3.7914 3.0121 23.268 -14.999 32.952 –16.829
.345.230–14.899 2.9035 2.0674 16.524 –11.284 27.894 –12.888
.441.019–11.964 2.1103 1.3433 U. 192 a. 0150 22.435











.815.893 -1.q51 .19969 .079400 .87008 –.63371 3.146g –.43637
.9 8.0656 -.41942 .046499.016460 .19987 -.13525 .80455 –.055849
1 - 7.0176a = 1.50;—k
).168.444-24.750 5.5628 5.6249 45.U6 26.339 52.Ug -26.697
.264.2- -21.493 ;.:M5; 4.1371 33.779 21. C69 45.075 -21.168
.359.222-17.862 2.9229 24.377
-16.160 37.487 –15.726
.453.178-14.077 2:5636 1.9640 16.797 –11.764 29.645 –10.806
.546.154-10.366 1.7720 1.2361 10.890 4.0012 21.936 -6.7216
.638.206 -6.95791.u92 .71039 6.4822 4.9546 14.797 –3.6470
.729.4.414. (%03 .61595
.820.016
.35562 3.3815 *. 6614 8.6745 –1.6086
–1.8523 .26552 .13949 1.3914 –1.1135 3.9714 –.49188
.910.128 -.47037 .063850.030560 .32190 –.25773 1.0108 –.c62651
1a = 1.40;~ = 7.5188
).181.24828.107 6.0186 6.6163 55.610 –31.227 63.216 –30.832
.275.897-24.094 4.8739 4.9228 41.950 -25.134 54.136 44.017
.369.522-19.804 3.7972 3.52@ 30.526 -19.431 44.591 –17.584
.462.093–15.461 2.8184 2.4047 21.224 –14.284 34.951 –11.938
.553.631-SL.298 1.9631 1.5397 13.892 ~. 8324 25.659 –7.3538
.644.209 -7.53621.2510 .90207 8.3499 -6.177317.194 ::.$#
l7 33.951 4.3768 .69561 .46126 4.3979
.823.025 -1.9900
–3.3764 10.027
.30340 .18513 1.8262 -1.4424 4.5731
.9u.632
–:52873
-.50430 .073890.041550 .42590 –.34266 L 1612 –.067185
z= 1.30;~ = 8.0972
).197.323
-31.937 6.47o2 7.7795 69.c69 –36.840 77.270 –35.5’52
.290.404-27.055 5.2589 5.8473 52.468 -29.805 65.527 -27.25a
.382.357-22.012 4.u60 4.2354 38.474 -23.191 53.475 –19.694
.473.177-170039 3.0719 2.9276 26.974 –17.185 41.560 –13.225
.562.9u –12.362 2.1537 1.9021 17.813 –11.943 30.285 -8.0739
.651.65k -8.19811.3829 1.1326 10.8c6
.739.542 4.7402
–7.5894 20.168 4.3163
.77566 .58951 5.7456 4.2042 11.703 –L8826
.826.754 -2.1484 .34164 .24118 2.4082 –1.8248 5.3188 –.57110
.913.497 -.54343 .084150.055260 .56700 –.44136 1.3477 -.072397
.
.. ...— . .. . . ... . . .... . _.. _ ___ .—. ..._._+ ,_. _.._ ~__
—. —.-._._ —--- -.-—.—.—.
__. ._. . . . .
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TAME II.– VALUJEOF FUNC!MONSFOR -Oi IHJTTERCALCULATIONS
FOR M = f - continued
‘1 ‘5 L6 n~ N2 I?3‘ N4‘ N5 ~6
1-9.5694a = 1.10;— –k
).i144.34-41.468 7.342210.762 109.47 ~0.872 118.81 +7.285
.2132.6I.–34.416 6.0032 8.2237 84.163 41.484





.5 89.68k–15.026 2.5247‘2.8k69 29.836 –17.235 43.645 -9.8731






.39163 4.2437 -2.7920 7.4666 –:67857
.9 18.867
–.@295 .10450 .092580 1.0156 –.69328 1.8847 -.08>674
u = LOO; ~ = 10.526k
).1179.4747.509 7.7531la.685 140.20
.2164.03–39.C85 6.3544 9.7577 108.34
-59.764 150.08 -54.706
48.884 123.85 -ko.381
.3147.16–31.002 5.0249 7.2537 80.961 -38.560 98.571 -28.250
.4128.95~;.~2 3.7970 5.1608 57.939 -29.049 74.912-18.463
.5109.50 2.7009 3.4614 39.1.14-20.589
.6 88.979-10:935 I.7634 2.1340
53.543-u.023
24.289 –13.388 35.089 –5.7882
.7 67.555-6.25161.0081 1.1533 13.233 -7.6149 20.105 -2.4901
.8 45.434-2.8108 .45350 .4g128 5.6861 -3.4076 9.0548 -.74816
.9 22.838 -.70759 .u436 .u738 L 3726 .-.85340 2.2817 –.094298
1G = 0.90;~ = 11.696
1.1227.22—54.754 8.1412 15.005 182.33 -70.399 192.72 -63.585
.2206.6544..692 6.6862u.607 141.53 -57.731 :;:.~; 46.473
.3l&.56 –35.209 5.3007 8.6832 106.29 45.683 -32.236
.4161.07-26.512 4.0176 6.2207 76.471 –34.547 ~::;$ <0.916
.5136.30–18.798 2.8679 4.2o38 51.923 <4.596
.611o.43–12.236 1.8801 2.6129 32.k41 -16.075 43:668 –2:%3
.7 83.6524.9738 I.0796 1.4246 17.789 +. 1984 24.934 -2.7801
.8 56.167–3.1286 .48814 .61249 7.6963 4.1438 11.201 –.83306
.9 28.2o4 –.78655 .12378 .14791 I.8698 -I..ok58 2.8184 –.10486
1
= = O.&; — = 12.531k
.1264.52-59.849 8.36I.216.638 215.43 –77.854 226.u ~9.818
.2239.9148.643 6.8745 12.9og 167.63 -63.930 184.29 -50.757
.3213.72
-38.17’85.4573 ~-~6 126.22 -50.672 145.05 –35.046
.4186.10*8.656 4.1429 91.074 -38.396 109.16 -22.650
.5157.18-20.263 2.9629 4:7265 62.030 :;.;;; 77.366–13.397
.6127.14–13.161 1.9466 2.9503 38.885 50.351 4.9819
.7 96.188-7.48821.1205 1.6158 21.396 –lo:304 28.694 -2.9866
.8 64.525–3.3553 .50806 .69812 9.2908 46572 1.2.873 -.89359
.9 32.383 -.84294 .X2923 .16935 2.2670 –1.1795 3.2363 –.11.230
——. —-
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TN31JIII.-VALUESOF FUNCTIONSFOR AILERON FLUTER CALCULATI(XE
Continued
‘1 ‘5 L6 ‘1 ~2 ‘3‘ N4‘ N5 N(5
























































1 – 15.o38ti= 0.70;—k
‘.1392.26 -74.831 8.83u 21.430
.2 353.67 -60.289 7.2766 16.727
.3 313.40 -46.957 5.7919 12.637
.4 271.6I.–35.014 4.4109 9.1507
.5 228.48 -24.622 3.1662 6.2563
.6 184.20 -15.920 2.0889 3.9377
.7 138.98 +. 0262 1.2091 2.1759
.8 93.058‘-4.0344 .55069 .94899
































































































































































TA51J311.- VMXTS OF FIJWTIONS FOR AILERON FLUTDR CAIC’OTMKOHS




xl % ~6 N1 % 173‘ I?4‘ N5 X6
~ = O.~j ~ = 20.243





‘7.7fa50 24.334 :$.;: -118.Og 517.28 -88.723









3.3&2 9.2879 191.oil +1.-(’71 207.77 -22.3G9
335.% -21.605 2.24L9 5.8918 121.31 -34.269 133.83 -EL.501










.35734 7.3880 -2.3375 8:4~ -.18155
Z = 0.36;~ = 29.240





36.929 1C56.1 –l-(’j’.95 11o5.2





4.8889 20.628 607.28 -103.8o 627.70
877.61 48.835
-56.w
.5 3.5296 14.270 420.30 +8.529 437.55 -32.5k1
.6 703.54 -31.371 2.3441 9.W 26a.03 -52.134 280.90 -16.716
.7 528.50 -17.683 1.3660 5.W31 150.19 -30.359 1%.38 -7.0716
.8 352.74 –7.87c9 .62751 2.2531 66.478 -13.958 70.514 -2.1387
.9 176.49 –1.9595 .16201 .56070 16.544 -3.6017 17.647 -2.6239
~ = o.26;$. 40.&96
0.1 3016.6 -2~8.17 9.8161 66.238 26a9.3 -303.41 2701.8 -261.16
.2 2686.9 -172.84 8.1203 52.253 2121.9 -250.98 2141.3
-132.64
-184.01
.3 2355.2 6.4B0 39.937 1622.1 A200,72 1643.8 –123.59




3.5951 20.297 824.84 842.30
:2 1351.2 -43.536
-IJ.l.07 45.248
2.3900 12.963 526.91 -73.835 539.94 -23.219
.7 1014.2 -24.516 1.3939 7.2749 295.79 -43.082 304.1O &)&
.8 676.55 –10.9C!-4.64223 3.2253 131.19 -19.793 135.28
.9 338.39 -2.7274 .16535 .8Q430 32.720 +. 1017 33.837 -:36463
a = 0.16.1> ~ = 65.79
0.1 .%13.7
-357.33 9.9179 l@.12 71%.4 -499.c6 7199.1 -428.42
.2 7128.8 -282.62 8.2079 86.165 5675.2 -412.98
6241.9
5694.7
.3 -216.57 6.5680 65.927 4342.6
-301.23
-330.46 4364.5 -201.98
.4 5353.3 -179.24 :.:;;; 48.4cQ 318a.5 -253.28 3209.4
4463.3 -Ho.65
-127.44
.5 33.587 2212.8 -183.13 2230.4
.6 -70.853
-73.757
3572.1 2:4.227 21.478 1415.2 -121.75 M28.3










.16842 1.3387 88.250 4.4.845 89.362 -.58027
E = 0.10;+ = 105.26
0.1 2@61 -573.40 9.9574 175.48 18479 -801.95 18491 -6237.59
.2 18282 -453.23 8.2418 138.62 14597 -663.71 14617 483.37
.3 16001 -347.13 6.5963 lc6.10
.4 13718
1.L174 -531.18 P@ -323.91
-255.11 5.0%6 77.93~ 8207.3 +& 8228.3 G04.23
.5 11434 -177.20 3.6576 %.103 5598.0 xl;.: -IJ.8.L7
.6 9&l&.: -lJ.343 2.4355 34.615 3645.7 -195:78 -60.526
-63.817 1.4216 19.4.64 2QW.1 -Uk.42
:;
2w8:5 -25.539
4575:3 -28.366 .65586 8.6477 910.91 -52.642 915.03 -7.5855
.9 2287.8 -7.0921 .17144 2.1612 227.64 –13.450 =8.77 -.9ho17
.
.




xl L3 L6 N1 N2 . N3‘ If4‘ R> ~6
> + = 0.27778m = 20.00’
0.1 0.05A7250.17648 0.0020790.19498 o.04@8 0.25169 0.0472890.21499
.049054 .13802 .003904 .15506 .03678A .20857 ,0376L6 .14954
:: .043247 .10499
.4 .037985 .076053
.005402 .11923 .0280z4 .16717 .028934 ;O&:
.005200 :0&73& ;W3&g .12839 .022074




.003665 .038191 .0091.I.O.062007 .010272 .018332
.7 .019550 .017340 .002494 .021086 .003125 .035241 .005567 .(3)7466
.8 .01334 .007272 .001244 .009214 .w2294 .01671,5,002503 .002q42
.9 .007238-.000107 .000368
.002129 .000549 .004323 .000600 .CQO&8
1
Z = 10.00; ~= 0.55556
2.10.232890.33251 -0.0578720.348250.196390.48913 0.20341 0.41257
.2 .20f185 .26246 -.0472& .28H.2 .13539 .404g8 .16L36 .29331











-.010883.0732k7 .03730 .U-973 .0400w .037469
.7 .07n06 .023920 -.005704 .04026j .020182 .069965 .019340 .(313479
.8 .057906-.0008y3 -.003278 .017305 .008549 .09@ .009595 .00Q7712





101 o.973&) o.&m25 -0.05234 0.6u26 O;84~&6 o;;g6 0:~7; 0.828n
.2 .85207 .46* .-.05873.0.49292 .59950
.3 .72708 .32794 -.052943 .39266 .53095 .64204 .45s2 .39335
.4 .&L@? .19136 -.037610 .30251 .40092 .488G9 .30944 .21566
.5 .5W.9 s072955 -.019414 .218% .28441 .3453 .21481 .084930,
.6 .46324 -.006%0 -.00523 .14.229
.7 .39179 -.oz8@4
.18300 .22264 .15351 .012322
.8 .29390 -.O-U773
.001595 .078929 ..10121 .12583 .10377 -.010694
.002298 .033487 .@+-*23 .056@L2 .055400-.007738
“9 “15976 -.010567 .000728 .007792 .010202 .014554 .015736-.001384
1
E= 4.4o;~ = 1.2626
).11.2355 0.66705 -0.095’j060.67241 1.0861 1.1324“ 1.0415
.2 1.074C .48938 -.10394
0.9708$
.53999 .86736 .95907 .76@8 .66993
.3 .92874 .31190 -.099039 .,43049 ..68089 .78Q73 .54857 .40259
.4 .81m3 .1513.5 -.081406 .33535 .51856 .60184 .’39519 .lg316
.5 .n822 .028529 -.05@!72 .24849 .37474 .43144 .29269 .057476
.6 .63237 -.&lop -.03705 .16853 .24842 .28Q41 .21551
.7 .P903 -.05&27 -.01383 .098684 .14296
-.006088
.158a5 .14366 -.018745
.8 .38880 -.039526 -.(X)3227.044544 .063878 .0@864 .074247-.009875
.9 .207@ -.012249 -.000142 .Cllmog .01574.8.017376 ,020~6 -.oo~6~~
28 NACA TN 2055
TABLEIiI.- VALUESOl?I?IJNCJ?IONSFOR AILERONFLUITERCALCULATIONS
FOR M = ~ - Continued
xl
‘5 ‘6 I?~ Np IT3‘ N4‘ % N6
1G = 3.30;~= 1.6835
).12.1252 0.63836 -0.0425630.64910 1.fa.72 1.4847 1.5940 1.0873
.2 1.9227 .35829 -.082462 .49157 1.2537 1.2878 1.2490 .61047
.3 1.7538 .12938 -.10674 .37015 .95450 1.0812
.4 1.6022 -.0--498 -.IJ.244
:!3;52;“ .26609
.27638 .70895 .86640 .055730
.5 1.4.438-.u81.o -.10092 .20165 .50615 .65030 .62417
.6 1.2540 -.13755 -.077282 .13923
-.040751
.33778 .44457 .45403 -.059244
.7 1.0142 -.109= -.048826 .085820 .19999 .26z59 .28709
-.03999
.8 .71788-.059907 -.0230@ .041965 .093896 .12180 .13986 -.015454
“9 .37295-.olao -.005832 .011479 .024753 .03244 .037050-.00!2226
m= 2.80;~ = 1.9841
k
):13.0417 0.43884 0.M275 0.67915 2.0992 1.4323 2.2147 0:ym~
.2 2.8173 .14598 .099093 .49068 1.5929 1.2633 1.8328
.3 2.(X)79-.063609 .031942 .34744 1.u30i 1.0815 1.5187 .090576
.4 2.3888 -.18532 -.olk157 .24u4 .84878 .88627 1.2342 -.063096
.5 2.1349 -.22613 -.oy327’1.16!09 .58%1 .68232 .95561 -.11521.
.61.82s -.20373 -.043099 .10680 .37885 .47984 .67860 -.095913
.7 1.4510 -.14354 -.034292 .063385 .21881 .29z40 .41732 -.054174
.8 1.033.3-.073791 -.019248 .030581 .1OII9 .14008 .19847 -.019228
.9 .5L995 --020a33 -.005640 .008441 .0265@3 .wn57 .051748-.o02657
aj=2. &);L= 2.13@
k
L1 3.63.530.30173 0.-3!3530.73706 2.4340 1.3217 2.6353 0.75707
.2 3.36!39 .019-3.7 .21.559
.P632 1.8357 1.1781 2.2162 .2754.4
.3 z.1239 -.16997 .124.47
.36536 1.3475 1.0202 1.8489 -.008577
.4 2.8>6 -.2(?+67 .055340 .246(SO .95710 .84636 1.4994 -.13445
.5 2.5375 -.28000 .010055 .lG122 .65Q32
.6 2.1554 -.2s626 -.012964 .loo~
.66008 1.1515 -.15250
.41325 .47054 .80882 -.I.1391
.7 1.7013.-.16043 -.018346 .057-3L4.2z448 .29182 .49204 -.06u24
.8 1.1788 -.080700 -.0128n .026797 .10672 .14H8 .2z194 -.021102
.9 .&Q380-.021654 -.004292 .00722 .027670 .038077 .060132-.002874
1fi= 2.4o;- = 2.s148
k
1.14.3780 0.12257 0.49333 0.83892 2.9161 1.1400 ~.2199 0.55260
,.24.0935 -.ly(l.l .35735 .59733 2.1923 1.039 2.73@ .10944
.3 3.7933 -.29429 .2s81jl .41076 I.5996 .90981 2.2865 -.12801
.4 3.4524 -.35679 .14254 .27199 1.1253 .76781 1.8441 -.21.072
.5 3.0499 -.34173 .072222 .17238 .75443 .60913 1.4026 -.19526
.6 2.5725 -.27B38 .02TL6L .10302 .47137 .44167 .97418 -.13441
.7 2.0167 -.17976 .003915 .055891 .26235 .27860 .58645 -.o@060
.8 1.3900 -.0886n -.003376 .024877 .11705 .13728 .27415 -.023257
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NACA TN 2055
‘lMBIEIII.- VALUES OF FUNCl?IONSFOR AILERONFLUITESCALCULATIONS
.
5FOR M = — - Continued.4
.,
.
xl L5 L6 Iil I?2 H3‘ N&‘
‘5 ‘ ‘6
G=l.66&= 3.3467
m0.110.680 -1.0584.2 9.89a -1.0821.3 9.00W -1.0087.4 8.0059 -.86414.5 6.8933 -.61%88.6 5.61’06-.47545.7 4.3492 -.28666.8 2.9473 -.13@.9 1.4884 -.03438 I8.4926 -CJ:J~~7.15535.8255 -.818914.5294 -.632003.3074 -.426482.208a -.-24y201.2853 -.u263.58553 -.03537e.14859 -.0045751.87281.39381.-31741.0540:808:;.40105.24874.13394.0562&.013107 7.70135.86894.32303.04972:03121.2463.67247.28n5.069140 0.4-ao9-.26378-.12195-.014646.05-~2.081742.0766L2.049219.016437.99930.(33378.44017.26017.13484.05%94.01273
1Z = 1.56;- = 3.5613k
—
T12.367 -1.3070Il.420 -1.273910.359 -1.1504p.; -.96377-.742736:459o -.35.524.g416 -.308173.3425 -.142891.6860 -.036t@1.44151.1596.89590.65316w:.155:6.06639f.01578[2.13421.(53031s567.79847.z8n.30939.16L74.066702.015466 9.09546.95585.1422~.6$072.43281.4962.80940.34602.083340-0.79482-.566@-.36580-.20258-.08-YZL2-.oog131.02j702.025030.010275 9.95918.34976.76045.22693.79662.52361.46?9.66455.16835Y1.lg48-1.1403-.95626-.7’1445-.47164-.26702-.12H4-.037846-.004876#































































































































































































.127.383 -2.9485 1.9945“ 4.0227 22.070 -3.256El23.2%
.224.88z -2.5297 1.63L3
-3.2393
3.1016 17.145 -2.6201 19.007 -2.5280
.322.214 -2.0766 1.2868 2.323. 12.887 -2.0238 15.006 -1.8488
.4 19.383 -1.6175 .96938 1.6502 9.2830 -1.4855 u. 328 -1.2518
.5 16.403 -1.1786 .68708 1.u08 6.325 -1.0199 8.0528
.6 13.291
-.76+350
-.78393 .44676 .Ef3770 3.9514 -.63811 5.2546 -.41237
.7 10.070 -.45414 .2%17 .37346 2.1~7 -.z4650 3.0010
.8 6.76?2 -.20&8
-.18028
.11374 .15996 .94226 ::;;$:8 1.3485 -.054771












r.1 35.21j5.2 31.907.328.376.424.674.520.817.616.825.712.7zL.8 8.5299.9 4.2799
E = 1.06,.+=5.241L
-3.1481 2.0388 4.2638 24.x?I. -~.5574 25.~~o -3.4871
-2.6822 1.6692 ~.:9$ ;:.~$ -2.8708 20.66u -2.(3?58
-2.1895 1.@2 -2.22(3?16.278
-1.9670
-1.@’n .g9k541:7599 10:185 -1.6422 12.266 -1.3173
-1.2-325 .706.U 1.1876 6.9355,-1.1346 8.7052 -.80504
-.81745 .46004 .73711 4.3479 -.7E7 5.6727 -.43046
-.47254 .26230 ;40$;: 2.3933 -.w?ll 3.2363 -.18770
-.214u .x17G3 1.0399 -.16781 1.4531 -..05692C
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32 NACA TN 2055
TABLEIII.- VALUE+ OF FUNCTIONSFOR AILERONFIDIT.ERCALCOIATIOI?2
FCR M=+- Continue&


























































































































T6.1666 4s.660k.8091 34.1723.@99 25.8952.lqxl 18.8161.7937 12.9131.1278 8.1606.@259 4.297.27128 1.9853.066430 .48900







































































TABLE111.- VALUES OF FOJWXIONS.l?CIRAILERONFLLPIWERCALCULATION






xl L5 L(5“ % ~2 N~‘
~4I li~ ~6
m = 0.74;* = 7.5075
):;EJM# :::;;: ;:;% pl$ $::$ :;6.~; p~ ::6.;;.
.3 50.$)46 -3.4759 1.5427 4.1729- 32.653
-4.4780 35.088
.4 W036 -2.6187 1.1741 3.0279 23.775
-3.1816
-~.~840 26.108 -2.0658
.5 36.9($)-1.85TL .8%225 2.0748 16.351 -2.4o7o 18.327 -1.2262
:; 2&4J -1-2090 .55525 1.3091 10.35a -1.5712 U. 834
-.68904 .32086 .72528 5.7633 -.89767 6.703L :;F4;
.8 14:990 -.y3g11. .14613 .3723 2.5-*3
-.40347 2.994o -.082307
“9 7.5100 -.077710 .037340 .077990 .62550 -.10163 .75075 -.0103(33
G = 0.70;~ = 7.9365
).172.1.15-5.8003 2.3877 7.!%40 a.959 -7.506? 63.368 -6.7556
.2 64.724 -4.~26 1.9677 5.9206 48.&g
.3 57.123
-6.1603 50.807 -4.$)225
-3.71.15 1.5665 ;.:482 ;: 94: -4.8793 39.409
.4 49.333
-3.4046
-2.7885 1.1933 -~.(594029.285 -2.203
.5 41.376 -1.973 .85675 5:2373 18:537 -2.63-3220.535 .-1.3041
.6 3s.277 -1.2821. ..56541L.41~8 Il.755 -1.7232 B247 -.68009
.7 25.06L -.729~ .32711 .78459 6.%82 -.98749 7.4981 -.29101
.8 16.757 -.32703 .14914 .34376 2.8806
-.44560 3.3474 -.087081
.9 8.3934 -.0821.67.038165 .081+650 .~250 -.u267 .83909 -.010952
Z = 0.66,$ = 8.4175
1.181..535-6.25o7 2.4197 8.1338 70.407 -8.1671 ‘P..835 -7.3066
.2 73.104
-5.0714 1.9951 ‘6.3735 55.291
-6.7’10057.505 -5.3009
.3 64.460 -3.9735 1.5893 4.8358 42.051
-5.W8 44.542 -3.6P4
.4 55.624 -2.9777 1.m6 3.51EQ ~0.674 -4.Oy% 33.0~8 -2.35f%
.5 46.(5I9 -2.1025 .87068 2;4176 21.138 -2.8820 23.156
-1.39Xl
.6 37.472 -1.3639 .5751.91.5300 13.418 -1.8902 14.925 -.7239
.7 28.207
-.77522 .RY.6 .85040 7.4824 -I.0858 8.W -.30925
.8 18.855 -.347U .15213 .37-%0 3.2953
-.49097 ~.7669




1.199.364 -7.0283 2.4645 9.1207 86.4u
-9.3033 87.865 -8.2558
.2 88.960 -5.6749 2.0336 7.1575 67.93 -7.6546 70J82 -5.9538
.3 78.339 -4.4280 1.6214’ 5.4393 51.724 -6.0819 54.254 -4.0814
.4 67.524 -3.3066 1.2373 3.9643 37.777 -4.621.840.197 -2.6214
.5 56.537 -2.3279 .89022 2.7293 26.068 -~.3092 28.u5
;; 4J.40J -I.5065
-1.5422
:5g83 1.7307 16.571. -2.1768 18.099 -.80030
-.85473 .96400 9.2542 -1.2546 10.228
.8 22:822
-.34115




-.095904 .040078 .10486 J-.Ola -.14535 1.1424 -.012783
33
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NACA TN 205534
TM31EIII.- VALUFS OF FUNCTIONSFQR AILERONI?DITERCALCULATIONS
FOR M=& Continued





















































r).1133.42.2 IJ.9.25.Z 104.85.4 90.246.5 75.475:; fyg.8 30:398.9 15.214 -8.--07 2.5188-6.@u 2.0800-5.1879 1.6&)1-~.8%1 1.2683-2.7067 Al$?l:-1.7463-.9m3 .351=~:Wlg .16121.041441 u8.50 -9.82899#4& -:.;);;53;829 :3:065537.%3 -1.79a24.159 -.9287213.636 -.394976.0756 -.l17G3L 5=2 -.01472210.7678.46396.44444.70643.24742.06411.1726.5@28.12602 U7.01 -11.179%&; -9.2125-7.334551:367 -5.5437335.502 -4.0U822.606 -2.a+7812.647 -1.53205.5893 -.6%841.3893 -.17943
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NACA TN 2055




xl L5 L6 N1 Wp N3t Nk‘
‘5 f16
E = 0.40;* = 13.8+39













.5127.98 -3.591 .94347 4.3840 Q. 708 -5.5306 63.834.:%;
.6102.56 -2.2846 .6?631 2.7945 39.374 -3.66--
j ;:.::: -1.2900
40.961 -1.=63








m = 0.36,* = 15.4-=
).1282.18 -1.2.5062.6059 16.x22 250.81
.2251.49
-17.176 2~.35 -14.897
-9.95632.1546 W. 708 197.81 -14.18g 200.18
.3220”.57
-lo.5a
-7.67391.722s 9.7038 151.15 -il.329 153.80 -7.1308
.418g.45 -5.67051.WY 7.1092 UO.81 -8.65991.13.35 -4.5211.
.5158.14 -3.9571 .95176 4.9219 76.779
.6126.@ -2.5426
-602430 78.916 -2.632?







-.15997.04@2 .19413 --3.0?8? 3.1746 -.021343
E= o.3k>+= 16.340
).131.6.78-13.293 2.6L46 17.132 281.95 -18.296 28z.4g -15.848
.2282.25 -10.575 2.16?l.13.507 222.41 -15.u8 224.79 -Xl.=




-6.01451.3232 7.5&8 124.65 -9.2323127.19 -4.7977
.5177.37 -4.1949
.95558 5.23@+ 86.387 -6.6585 88.530 -2.7910
.6142.08 -2.&A2 .6~480 3.3416 ;:.;6J -4.4168 56.766 -1.4353
.7106.66 -1.5197 .37001 1.8739 -2.5700 31.978 -.60749
.8 -/1.158





ZE= O.*j *= 17.?GL
).1358.08 -14.176 2.6229 18.264 319.1.1 -19.550 Y20.65 -16.915
.2 38.96 -1.l.2G3 2.1692 14.403 251.77 -16.157 254.15 -1.1.965
.3 279.61
-8.6725 1.7345 u..005 1$)2.46 -12.907 195.13 -8.0677




.959a 5.5888 97.85z -7.1228 100.00








-.TUU6 .17090 :88695 15.560
.9 40.18B
-1.2636 16.063 -.1916!3
-.17998 .044191 .2a07 3.8812
-.32501 4.0180 -.023893
-
----- -.—.-.-—..—...---_— -.-..-—— . —— ... -. . . .——e. . . -——— -.—— —. . —_. ..—. -. ----
36 NACA TN 2055
TA.BIX111.- VALUES OF FONCJ?IONSFOR AILERONIWITER CMXULATIONS .
.
.5
~ Ii= — - Concluded
4
xl L5 L6
‘1 X2 N31 N41 N5 N6
Z = 0.30;+ = 18.519
).1 407.91 -15.173 2.6308 19.544 363.95 -20.9@+ 365.49 -18.u7
.2 $6;.:? -12.0.52 2.1759 15.416 287.2o -17.-329 289.59 -12.805
.3 -9.2700 1.7400 u. 782 219.59 -13.847 222.26 -8.62611
.4 573:27
-6.8B78 1.3325 8.6389 161.09 -10.594 163.64 -5.4584
.5 228.00 -4.7645 .96265 5.9866 ill.69
.6 182.58 -3.0577
-7.6453 J.13.84 -3.1716
.63981 3.&28 n.@3 -5.0750 72.968 -1.6291
.7 137.04 -1.7236 .37s2 2.14% 40.069 -2.9554 41.091 -.68928
.8 91.409 -.76~4 .17168 .95102 17.774
45.720
-1.35-(I. 18.278 -.2045z
.9 -.19198 .044380 .2~n3 4.4342 -.34982 4*5717 -.025592
1ii= 0.28;~= 19.841
1.1 468.79 -16.-aO 2.6381 21.002 418.74 -22.573 420.29 -19.486
.2 417.37
-12.946 2.1822 16.570 330.49 -18.662 ~-y.88 -13.763
-9.9514 1.7453 =. 666 252.73 -14.915 255.41 -9.261+2
:: % E -7.3367 1.z367 9.2901 185.44 -1.1.415 188.00 -3.8532
.5 26i.83 -5.1099
S6 209.64 -3.2782
.96S1 6.4396 128.@ -8.2412 UO.76 -3.4016
.64204 4.U33 82.l& -5.4721 83.792 -1.7470
.7 157.34 -1.8474 .37452 2.3089 46.E4 -3.1876 J~7.180 -.73918
.8 104.94
-.82217 .17243 1.0239 20.479 -1.4630 20.984 -.21933
.9 y.485 -.20570 .044526 .2595 5.1097 -.37849 5.2482 -.0275&
G = O.lk;* = 39.683
.1 1886.0 -~~.l% 2.6756 42.642 I@4.2 -46.278 1695.8
-39.734
.2 1677.1 -26.225 2.2144 33.630 1338.z -38.291 1340.7 -27.952
.2 1468.0 -20.099 1.7’723 25.776 1024.~ -~0.639 1027.0 -18.741
+ ::?.:
-14.779 1.3J83 18.930 752.30 -23.475 754.8a -11.827
-10.2-(I. .98233 13.140 g4.2g -16.973 524.43 -6.8450
.6 839:52 -6.5773 .6532 8.4o53 -il.279 335.74
-3.%93
.7 629.75
-3.7015 .38163 4.7256 187:86 :::$: 188.90 -1.4806
.8 419.88 -1.f?.+56.17604 2.0991 83.46? - 83.972 -.44096
.9 209.96 -.41149 .045481 .52449 20.856 -.78657 20.995 -.054223
Z = 0.0~2+= 92.S93
1.1 10284.
-77.701 2.(3353 99.908 9252.7 -108.72 92!% 3 -93.2n
.2 9142.4
-6L.406 2.2232 78.934 731.o.4
-89.975 732.9 -65.660
.3 8090.1
-47.022 1.7787 60.430 5596.8
-72.077 5599.5 -43.888
.4 @357.6 -34.553 1.@+3 44.394 41u..7 -55.183 4u4.2 -27.6&J
.5 5n5.o -23.998 .98669 30.826 2855.1 -39.933 2857.s
.6 4572.1
-15.995
-15.3(3) .65697 19.727 1827.2 -26.552 1828.8 -8.2162
.7 3429.2 -8.6h0 .38370 11.095 1027.7 -15.51J. 1028.7 -~.3992
.8 2286.2 -~.8407 .17868 4.9307 456.72 -6.9765 457.23 -1.0336
.9 1143.1










TABIEIV.- VALUES OF FUIKWIONSFOR AILERON FLUI’’I?ERCAICUIATIONS
FOR M=~
7’
xl % Q ‘1 ‘2 ‘3‘ ‘4‘ N5 ‘ ‘6
FE= 20.00; ~ = 0.19608
3.1 0.0240160m@36 oao~: oU;4 oLm;g o;gg4 0$02$: 0.13391
.094005
:; :?%; .066w4 .003928 mm; .013436 “.10358 .012536 .062721
.4 .015998 .048583 .003042 .009957 .079427 .009310 .039368
.5 .013403 .033281 .002032 .032615 .007006 .057441 .006446 .0224B
.6 .0U3965 .021L46 .001071 .020521 .004537 .0382E .004263 .ou.521
.7 .008370 .OI.W8 .000468 .0KL467 .002589 .022293 .002435 .004730
.8 .005609 .005051 .000088 .005089 .00U64 .010262 .00I.074.001458
.9 .002995 .000742 .000052 .00133!2.000298 .002645 .000267 .000J.14
?E= 10.00j~ .0.39216
k.
D.1 0.0982290.21452 -0.0148640.23760 0.0831380.30670 0 ;0860520.26152
.2 .087717 .16917 -.010392 .19137 .065549 .2539’7 .068212 .18434
.3 .076581 .12793 -.005502 .14817 .049772 .20318 .051495 .12242
.4 .066958 .09068 -.002538 ‘.10916 .036075 .15592 .038961 .075678
.5 .057130 .063649 -.000917 .076307 .024858 .I.I.303
.6 .044875 .040409
.028150 .0kk299
.000613..049233 .015853 .075230 .017179 .023329
.7 .033030 .020100 .001368 .027’274.008738 .043865 .008844 .009052
.8 .023961 .005934 .000803 .O1.1532.003709 .020260 .004278 .0CLL826
.9 .oi3987 .000571 .000099 .0027k3 .000890 .005297 .001346 .003087
z = 5.oOj~ = 0.78431
3.10AOg; o;;;:3 -o.06789k0.41892 0gjO&)O oa;$ o:;;_/l/l().5259’7
-.062818 .33859
.37327
:: .30903 .238ho -.0529k0 .26896 .22642 .40576
.4 .26424
.19985 .24588
.16083 -.039233 .20667 .16986 .3io19 .14151 .14483
.5 .22605 .095537 -.0245g8 .14g86
.6 .19169
.I.2025 .22233 .099398 .072794
.047472 -.0s2300 .099018 .077824 .1458i3 .068450 .029222
.7 .15545 .018156 -.004358 .056442 .043682 .083801 .043166 .008400
.8 .U@ .004571 -.000776 .02k875 .019072 .03W+0 .021545 .001392
.9 .059112 .000525 .000034 .C06045 .004617 .0097% .005853 .0QO076
m= 3.90;1– = 1.0055
k
0.10.65324 0.50583 -0.105410.kk729 o;gg 0.83533 0.54356 0.67048
.2 .57818 .37617 -.1o340 .35416 .67681 .41581 .44986
.3 .5u81 .26%0 ‘-.095628 .27674
.4 .45280
.34270 .54976 .316u .27623
.16462 -.081652 .2rL46 .25655 .42655 .23931 .15109
.5 .39669 .09$U0
.6 .33736
-.063036 .15509 .18306 .31o83 .17759 .070920
.043713.-.042776.10576 .I2102 .20718 .12430 .026975
.7 .26919 .016385 -.024296 .063470 .070388 .12042
.8 .189I2
.076767 .007538
.004254 -.010375 .029925 .032246 .054900 .036937 .oor276
.9 .097939 .000562 -.002370 .007850 .008255 .013994 .009731 .000om”
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!MBLE IV.- VALUES OF FUNCTIONSFOR AILERONEWITER CALCULATIONS
FOR M = ; - Continued
xl 55 L6 Nl IT~ ‘3 ‘ N4 ‘ I?5 N6
roJ.1.0383.2 :g2g.3.4 .76364.5 .66853.6 .56203.7 .44078.8 .30439.9 .15565 0.55202 -0.0260300.45915.39131 -.043098 .34887.25886 -.053783 .26Qo5.15701 -.056610 .18g34.085161 -.051736 J3306.039776 -.04Q889 .08&w.015052 -.026979 .052u22.004u6 -.OI.3462.024700.000626 -.003636 .006628 Al&;.47729.34903.24350.15806.090947.04162c.o1o7573.954-42.80753.66199.5199:;yJ+..15495.072182.0187scO.826I2.66314.52858.41263.30815.21.253.32792.959959.0155050.75094.47729.27813.14520.065689.024445.006849.oorzL8.000087











































































































































































































TABI.EIV.- VAIUES OF FUNCTIONSFOR KCLERONFLUITER WLCUUTIONS
FOR M = ~ - Ccmlzhmed
5 3 L6 % ~2 ‘3 ‘ Iik‘ IT5 I?6
m. 1.34;+ = 2.9265
).1 6.8334 0.44791 0.68734 1.6731
.2 6.1691
5l$56 o“85993 5.8342 0.61879
.30017 .55836 1.2879 4.3160 .73214 k.7264 .36691
.3 5.4g86 .19175 .4366g .95847 3.25u .60570 3.7213 .20370
.4 4.7926 .u563 .32561 .68307 2.3481 .481g6 2.8041 .10426
.5 4.0328 .0645?27.22800 .45X6 1.6015 .363u 1.9909 .048H6
.6 3.2826 .033270 .14616 .28410 1.0061 .25243 1.2981 .019357
.7 2.4862 .015005 .081807 .15k26 s55523 .15430 .74105 .006390
.8 1.6693 .oo~~l .035933 .066slo .242o6 .074525
.33290 .001510
l9 .83829 .oo1186 .008818 .015926 .059360 .020230 .083768 .000159
a = 1.18;~ = 3.3234
).1 8.9627 0.42586 0.76265 2.0351 7.4470 0.8x237 7.7307 0.58538
.2 8.0~5 .28683 .62268 1.5757 5.8135 .6g124.6.2605 .34835
.3 7.1917 .18481 .4w06 1.1802 4.3935 .57152 4.9025 .19477
.4 6.2471 .X12gl .36820 .EA678 3.1834 945453 :.;:; JO085
.5 5.2666 .064608 .26014 ::;;:; ‘2l1786 .34235 .047376
.6 4.2%4 .033956 .16853 1.3732 .23796 1:6867 .019540
.7 3.2154 .015t?08.095%56 .19543 .76027 .1455a l95977 .006667
.8 2.1555 .005966 .042512 .084364 .33245 .070312 .43014 .001637
.9 1.0814 .oo1331 .olo5g7 .020466 .081760 .019106 .MY308 .000179
1 3.6996 ,a = 1.06;- =
k
).111.274 0.40982 0.81595 2.3760 9.4977 “o;J77 9.7992 0.56028
.2D .158 .27775 .66823 1.8470 ;.:&): 7.9032
.335=
.3 8.9987 .18063 l52791 1.3893 .544.29 6.1647
.4 7.7983
.1889
.u.q8 .39844 1.0014 4:0881 .43253. 406047 .098981
.5 6.5605 .065059 .28302 .68137 2.&347 .32554 3.2438 .047269
.6 5.2$00 .034937 .18448 .42674 L7723 .22616 2.1008 .019926
l7 3.993 .016678 .lD524 .23463 pg .13823 1.1928
.8 2.6735
.006980
.oo6Jt58.047245 LL0183 .066782 l53373 .001765
.9 1.3404 .001470 .Ollaal .02k835 .10625 .018145 .I.3398.0001~
1- 4.1719== 0.94;-.
k
).114.536 0.3%23 0.86573 2.7968 12.406 0.73731 12.724 0.53639
.213.063 .27027 .73081 2.1834 9.7250 .62622 10.222 l32335
.311.544 .17789
.4 9.9822
.56331 1.6486 7.3824 .51672 7.9441 .18429
.Ku83 JK2676 1.1932 5.3743 .41012 5*9141 .09&125
.5 8.3814 .066382 .30447 .81546 3.6960 .30830 4.1539 .047733
.6 6.7472 .036495 .1%48 .51308 2.341,2 .21393 2.6836 .020614
.7 5.0854 .017879 .I.U46 .28346
.8 3.ho23
1.3028 .13062 1.5207 .007429
.007098 .051713 .12363 .57257 .063064 .67949 .001928
.9 1.7048 .001646 .o130gg .030302 .14151 .0171.25 .17042 .000220
39
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NACA TN 205540
‘lX13LEIV.,-VALUES OF FUWI’IONSFOR AILERON FLU1l’ERCALCULATIONS
10
FOR M = — - Continued7















































I. 88g08 3.0506 14.234
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-.
TABLE IV.- VALUES OF FUNCYJ!IONSF(ElKUERON FITPI’TERCALCULATIOIW
10
FOR M= — - Continued
7
xl L5 L6 % ~2 M3 ‘ N4 ‘ ‘5 ‘6
1










2.37710 0.95201 4.0456 23.432 0.67208
.26519 .78466 3.1742 18.4s1 .56873
.18063. .62478 2.4u8 14.043 .46734
.u826 .47600 1.7574 10.264 .36925
.0735@ .34185 1.2097 7.0880 .27626
.042566 .22566 .76696 4.5095 .19079
.021955 .13059 .42n4 2.5208 .u596
.009123 .059563 .18785 1.U30 .05574(
.00ZL85 .015247 .0W+49 .27631 .01508(
E = 0.66,,~= 5.g418
30.292 0.37675 0.96440 4.3355
27.080 .26659 .79527 3.4043
23.816 .18287 .63362 2.5885
20.505 .12070 .483og 1.8882
17.152 .075726 ,34723 1.3010
13.765 .044195 .229& .825n
10.349 .022984 .13292 .46036
6.9_u4 .00g6L6 .060704 .20270























































36.826 0.37869 0.98182 4.8386 32.405 0.65578
32.890 .27069 .81019 z.8035 25.519 .55363
28.901 .18780 .64605 2.8959 19.468 .4536$
24.864 .125~ .4g306 2.u.U8 14.248 .35738
20.786
.079770 .z5481 1.4591 9.8537 .26650
16.672 .04n64 .23475 .92743 6.2787 .18343
12.529 .024820 .lym .51787 ~.5153 .I.l.l.og
8.3&8 .O1O48T .o@l13 .22839 1.5547 .053241






































































TABLE IV.- VALUE OF FONCTIONSFQR AILERON l?LUM!ERCALCULATIONS
10
FOR M = y - Continued
xl L5 L6 Ml I?2 N?‘ N4‘ N5
‘6

































































































































































1.O!ao 6.8136 61.523 0.66W3 &.8g3 0:m;:
.84374 5.3W 48.524 .5!%07 49.095
.67400 4.0982 37.079 .4545+337*73.9
.5U49 3.0013 27J85
.21015
l 35564 27.796 .12349
.y/N38 2.0770 18.836 .26330 19.W? .067086
.24674 1.3244 12.026 .17977 12.411 .032548
.14362 .74205 6.7476 .W8cv 6.9928 .013.U5
.065933 .32842 2.99~ .05128z 3.I.u6 .003754











TABLE IV.- VALUES OF FOWXCIONSF@ AILERON FLSITTl!RCALCULATIO192
FQR M = ~ - Ckmtinued

















.52011 3.3282 33.o67 .@46 &J32
.37539 2.3047 22.gz!l .26697 23.MO
.2W21 1.4705 14.640 .18187 15.028
.14515 .82448 .8.zL77 .10897 8.461.4
.066@35 .36518 ~.6442 .051633 3.76.56

















































































































































































































TABLE IV.- VALUES OF FUNCI’IONSFOR KEERON FLUIT.ERCALCULATIONS
. FQR M=l~- Continued


























































0.1172.16 0.51931 1.0487 10.950 154.17 0.78778 154.55 0.64341
.2153-.20 .39658 .86753 8.6424 la..7’3 .65730 122.31 l 43399
;:I&: .29432 .6$@4 6.6089 g.;;; .53u8 93.777 .28020
.5341 4.8492 .41.177 68.982 .1733-6
.5 95:984 :%%
.@+oo 3.3@8. 47:h28 .30183 47.954 .096084
.6 76.89 .089398 .2525 2.1490 30.z24 .20355 ~o.717 .048136
.7 57.649 .049486 .14891 1.20B 17.040 .12u.8 17.290 .019924
.8 38.445 .021739 .068528 .53550 7.5650 .0X348 7.~ .005828
.9 19.226 .005397 .017631 .13367 1.8888 .014636 1.9225 l 000745
as= 0.26>*=15.083
0.1199.81 0.54700 1.0514 11.1317 179.05
.2lm. -/’7 .41940 .8@79 9.3284 141.38





.6 89.u9 .095793 ~~5608
3.637 &O;
2.3213
.7 66.864 .05340 .14941 1.3039 19:8&
.8 44.588 .023382 .068770 .578@ y;g























































































FOR M = — - Continued
7
xl L5 L(5 N1 N2 N3‘ N4‘ N5 ‘ N(5
EJ= 0.22j* = 17.825
0.1 279.4.2 0.@o* 1.0561 14.019 250.70 0.91678 251.08 0.76050
.2 248.~ .47’946 .87381 U.069 197.99 .76306 198.S .yo76
;; 21.;: .35974 .6w08 8.4684 151.52 .a482 152.17 .34030
.25964 .53563 p:: 1.I.I.26 ;$%7 M.L89 .20985
.5 155:57 mm; .38720 77.219 77.748 .llglg
.6 124.50 .257P 2:75al 49.390 .23301 49.785 .06U059
.7 93.402 .062489 .15030 1.5499 27.764 .13760 28.016 .025002
.8 6u~ ;ggg .069176 .6W4 12.331 .063629 12.455 .00731.5
.9 .017900 .1n85 ~.0805 .016777 3.1143 .000955
1
E = 0.20; ~ = 19.638
0.1 338.28 0.67013 1.0581 15.446 303.68 o.9816L I 30:.0~ 0.81839
.2 300.86 .51961 .87556 12.197 239.85 .81627 ma;
.3 263.38 .39114 .70054 9.3329 183.56 .65700 184:22
.4 225.85 .28-u4 .53680 6.8523 134.80 .50633 135.43 .22847
.5 188.27 .19412 .38809 4.7551 93.570 .3@47 94.099 .13018
.6 150.66 .12293 .25814 3.0410 :;.g; .2479 60.250 .06%34
.7 113.02 .068572 .15068 1.7CE72 .14620 33.902 .027456
.8 75.3(il .0Q0295 .o@389
.75897 14:947 .068030 15.on .008061
.9 37.684 .007546 .017948 .18956 3.7349 .017786 3.7684 .001007
m = 0.16>~ = 24.zo
0:; ~:. g 0:al:;: 1.061.6 19.3@ 475.38 1.1701 475.76 0.98538
. .87860 15.293 375.y
.97174 376.u. .68063
.3 41.I..77 .47912 .70306 11.704 287.43 .78047 288.cP .45146
.4 353.04 .34865 .53885 8.5953 211.u .60150 211.74 .279o6
.5 294.27 .24010
.6 235.46 .152%2
.38964 ;.:;g 146.56 .43705 147.09 .16073
.25$?29 93.770 .29402 ;;.;:: .081242
.7 176.62 .085381 .15132 2:1457 52.728 .17104 .034z80
.8 u7. 76 .037803 .069756 .95311 2z.426
.9 58.882 .009429 .018009
.0806u 23:550 .009979
.23817 5.8540 .019838 5.8882 .001343
~ = O.loj ~ = 39.216
().1355.8 1.2509 1.0655 31.075 1219.4 1.7’7’211219.8 1.5076
.21205.~ .98347 .88188 24.549 g63.41 1.4697 964.00 1.0534
.31054.8 .74964 .70582 18.793 737.53 1.1784 738.19 .70070
.4 904.19 .%857 .54105 13.805
.5 753.56 .37970
541.80 .90535 542.43 .43930
.29130 9.*9 376.21 .65526 376.74 .25430
.6 602.89 .24236 .2@l’4 6.1332 240.74 .43823
.7 452.19
241.14 .12898
.13605 .15212 3.4492 135.40 .25745 135.65 .054241
.8 301.47 .06Q371 .0700781.5327 60.170 .W327 63.294 .016u.6
.9 150.74 .015080 .0181&. .38309 15.040 :031540 15.074 .002H5
.=s=’
.
— -.....—. —----- ..-. ..— ________ ._. -.. .—_____ __________





TABLEIV.- VALUESOF FUNCTIONSFOR AILERONELWJICERCALCULATIONS
FOR M = y - cOmma~a -
xl L5 L6 “ N1 N2 N? ‘ N4‘ I?5 N6
1
m = o.o&,~ = 65.3Eh
0.1 3767.7 2.0529 1.0670 51.856 3390.1 2.8838 3390.5 2.4307
.2 3349.2 1.fagl .88320 40.971 2678.5 2.3885 2679.1 1.7385
.3 2930.7 1.2377 .70696 3.366 2050.7 1.9162 2051.3 1.1366
.4 253.2.1 .90802 .54186 23.d+3 1506.5 1.4639 1507.2 .74549
.5 2093.5 .62987 .39198 16.001
.6 1674.8
1046.2 1.0613 1046.7 .41853
.40271 .26057 10.24o 669.52 .t?8619 6d3.92 .21ti9
.7 1256.1 .22635 .1526$ 5.7596 376.59 , .4~02g 376.84 .08.5502
.8 837.44 .10054 .070038 2.5597 167.36 .17814 167.49 .025518
.9 418.73 .02g29 .0186!35 .63990 41.838 .082801 .41.872 .002949
E= 0.04; + = 98.039
0.18478.3 3.0646 1.0674 77.815 &@&.: 4.2851 7630.1 3.7740
.2 7536.5 2.4194 .88357 (51.482 3-5506 6028.9 2.5547
.3 6594.5 1.8s0 .70720 47.on 4a5:i 2.84o6 4~6.o 1-.7883
.4 565?.6 1.3592 .5Qa 34.XQ 3390”8 2“1477 3391“4 1“0944‘
.5 4710.5 .94330 .39206 24.014 235k.7 1.5652 2355.2 .62954
.6 3768.5 .60345 .2&183 15.3@ 1507.0 1.0306 1507.4 .34379
.72826.4
.33932 .15172 8.6447 847.65 .53987 847.91 .12919
.81884.3 .15080 .070402 3.84i9 376.73 .29562 376.85
.9 942.13 .037@8 .017084
.03-=38
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‘1 ‘5 L6 ‘1 N2 ‘3‘ Nk’ ‘5 “6
iii= 20.00; ~ = 0.15625
O.0U963 0.10627 0.0120030.091098
.009470 .087964 .009419 .064159
.007280 .070401 .007135 .042970
.005363
.053947 .005127 .027099
.003731 .039001 .003545 .015570
.002377
.025941 .002256 .007953
.001329 .o~5w3 .001317 .003291
.000582 .006982 .000576 .000994





















































.027646 .14(%5 .027667 .084353
.020198 .10791 .021065 .052661
.014017 .078192 .014960 .030776
.009043 .052079 .oog211 .015905
.005113 .030371 .ocA960 .0C6369
.002243 .013967 .002358 .001600

















6 = 5.00;1-= 0.62500
k
.
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TABLE v.–VALUESOF FONCTIONSFOR AImRoN FLwrTER CALCULATIONS
FOR M=: – Continued
‘1 ‘5 L6 ‘1 N2 ‘3‘ N4‘ ‘5 Nfj






























































































































































































































































































TA.EIEV.- VKGUES OF FUNCTIONSFOR AILERONFLUTTER CALCULATIONS
FOX M=;
– Continued
xl L5 L(5 I?~ N2 N3‘ N4f N5 N(5
1 - 2.840gG = 1.10;~
.36012 1.465o 4.4766 1.2450
.29472 1.1434 3.5140 1.0359
.23263 .86390 2.6715 .83435
.17539 .62574 1.g480 .64.432





.02c663 .065143 .20925 .0868uI
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.
TABLEV- VAHJESOF FUNCTIONSFOR AILERONFLUTTER
FOR M=: - Continued
















































































































G = 0.58; : = 5.3879
1.4820 0.44324 3.1204 17.163 .
I.1628 .36586 2.4569 13.535
.88472 .2918k 1.8740 10.341
.64644 .22281 1.3712 7.5799
;L4646 .16043 .94811 5.2510
.10620 .60398 3.3520
.15974 .061660 .33807 1.8803
.070841 .028226 .14947 .8333o
.017687 .007255 .037161 .20770



































































































































TABLEV.– PALIE!SOF FUNCTIONSFOR AILERONFliUTD!RCALOUIA!TION2
FOR M=:
– Continued
xl L5 % Nl N2
‘3‘ N4* N> N(5


























































.1 28.3401.7720 0.454123.8270 25.271 2.5110








.34344 .10954 .74549 4.9527 .61961
.7 9.5266 .lg278 .063722.41792 2.7806
.8 6.35k8 .085553.029237.18507 1.2333
.36290
.16777
.9 3.1785 .021369.007531.@6096 .30771.043558











































































































33.150 2.EW63 33.266 2.4256
26.166 2.3583 26.34J+ J-.6959
20.011 1.8899 20.210 1.1316
14.684 1.4509 14.874 .71010
10.184 1.05J2 10.345 .40971
6.5087 .70097 6.62&3 .20926
3.6558 .41028 3.7323 .088112
L 6223 .18952 L 6599 .026068
.40491 .049210 .41515 .003258
--- .—.—= . _.._._ —__________________ ____ -—— ..-—.. ..— ..—
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.
TABLE V.- VALUIS OF FUNCTIONSFOR KUERON FLUTTER CALCULATIONS
FOR M=: – Canthued































a = 0.40;– = 7.8x25
k
0.46145 4.6385 :&; ;.@l&
;38147 3.6589
.30485 2.7963 22:096 .1 9790,
.23327 2.0505 16.215 1.5191
.16837 1.4210 U. 247 1.1005
.lu79 .90740 7.1893 .73373
.c65114 .50921 4.0386 .42g41
.029918 .22575 1.7g24 .19833











1.2188 0.46308 4.8935 40.601
L 7477 .38287 3.8607 32.053
L3344 .30&Y2 2.9510 24.518
.97800 .23420 2.1643 17.995
.67778 .16908 1.5002 12.483
.43305 .1.r229 .95818 7.9802
.24327 .065424 ::;Z; 4.4835
.10802 .030075 1.9901
.(X26989 .007758 .059480 .49683
G = 0.36; ~ = 8.68C6
1 I I [
.1 50.590 2.3385 o:;mld&
.2 45.019 1.8426
.3 39.431 1.4072 .30713
.433.827 L 0316 .23510
.5 28.210 .71509 .16976
.6 22.581 .45697 .W27’7
.7 16.9W .25674 .065719
.81.1.3oo .31401 .030209


















































































































!tYii3L!ZV.- VALUES OF FONOTIONSFOR KUXSON FLUTTER CALCULATIONS
FOR M=; - Ccurtinuea
,
c1 L5 L6 % n~ N3* N4‘ m~ N6
z = O.szj $ = 9.7656
.164.1oo 2.6235 0.46750 5.8459 57.450 3.6933 57.567 3.1550
.257.028 2.0683 .38666 4.6141 45.365 3.0589 45.546 2.20g8
.349.939 1.5804 .30918 3.5286 34.710 2.4501 34.912 1.4770
.442.834 1.1591 .23674 2.5892 25.483 1.8799 25.676 .92817
.535.716 .80377 .17101 1.7957 17.683 1.3612 17.846 .53620
.628.586 .51380 .11365 1.1476 u. 308 .90699 u.k30 .27409





.030485 .28601 2.8220 .24487 2.%01
.9 7.1522
.034186
.032048 .oo7&59 .071400 .70490 .c63361 .71520 .o@269
6 = 0.30;* = 10.417
.1 72.969 2.7948 0.46882 6.2467 .65.432 3’-9319 65.549 3.3600
.2 64.9x? 2.2039 .38778 4.9311 51.672 3.2563 51.853 2.3544
.3 56.837 1.6844 .31OU. 3.7716 39.538 2.6080 ;;.;% 1.5739
.4 48.747 1.2357 .23750 2.7679 29.031 2.0009 .98936
.5 40.643 .85701 .17159 1.9199 20.147 1.44% 20:310 .57166
.632.528 .54791 .lJ405 1.2272 12.885 .96514 13.006’ .29231
.7 24.4o4 .30794 .066516 .68938 7.2421
.8 16.273
.56439 7.3196 .12320
.13678 .03(%02 .30596. 3.2161 .26042 3.2543 ;CIB&JHJ
.9 8.1377 .034184 .007912 .076370 .80340 .067530 .81375
~ = 0.28;~ = 11.161k
.1 83.805 2.9908 0.47004 6.7041 75.184 4.2051 75.302 3.5949
.2 74.544 2.3591 .38883 5.2927 59.377 3.4823 59.559 2.5196
.3 65.266 1.8034 .31099 4.0487 45.438 2.7888 45.641 1.6850
.4 55.971 1.3232 .23820 2.9717 33.365 2.13g4 :;.;;; 1*0594
.5k6.663 .91787 .172x2 2.0616 23.157 L 5487 .61223
.6 37.344 .58691 .1.14421.3180 14.8U L 0316 14:933 .31308
.7 28.016 .32990 .066743 .74051 8.3257 .60312 8.4033 .13197
.8 18.681 .14654 .030715 .32870 3.6977 .27829 3.7359 .039088
.9 9.3417 l036625 .007939 .082070 .92370 .072109 .93415 .004888
z= o.26j~= 12.019
.1 97.238 3.2173 0.471.187.2310 87.273 4.520$ 87.391 3.8662
.2 86.484 2.5383 .38981 5.7094 68.929 3.7435 69.w 2.7104
.3 75.713 1.g408 .3u80 4.3679 52.751 2.9977 52.954 1.8130
.4 64.g26 1.4243 .23885 3.2064 38.738 2.2995 38.931 1.1401
.5 54.x26 :.98813 .17262 2.2247 26.887 1.6644 27.051 .65904
.6 43.314 .63190 .u478 1.4225 17.199 L 1087 17.321 .33711
.7 32.4g4 .35523 .066963 .79936 9.6688
.8 21.666
.64809 9.7466 .14214
.15781 .030829 .35490 4.2945 .2990k 4.3329 .042077
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TA131J3v- VALUI!SOF FUNCTIONSFOR AILERONFLUTIER CALCULATIONS
FOR 14=$ – Con+alued
.



















.11512 L 5k.42 20.208
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TABLE V.- VALUES OF FUNCTIONSFOR KELERONFLUTTER C!ALOUIATIONS
FOR M = ~ – concluded
‘1 L> Lf5 N1 N2 N3‘ N4: . N5 N6








































































































































































































































































.2 .oo7126 .042572 .000090 .p4311.l.005635 .062553 .005700 .045473
.3 .006264 .0326=.-.000072 .033001 .004313
.4 .005320 .023960
;050066 .004408 .030508
-.000125 .024353 .003159 .038373 .003181 .019241
.5 .00442g .016610-.000115 .017084 .002182 .027757 .002200 .o11133
.6 .003507 .010578 .000041 .o11o59 .001385 .018477 .001370 .005684
.7 .002687 .005883 .000112 .006253 .000772 .010799
.8 .001786 .002592
.000795 .002373
.000132 .002764 .000341 .004980 .000346 .000707
.9 .000937 .000580 .000035 .000658 .000082 .001291 .000090 .000079
G = 10.oo;~= 0.26667
).10.0317300.10754 0.0041570XL316 0.0285250.15163 0.0281730.12994
.028Q58 .084624 .004352 .090004 .022595 .12557 .021927 .0gog48
:: .024707 .064343 .004580 .068886 .017334 .10053 .016895 .060479
.4 Jxlo21g .047062 .004145‘.050078.0127ti .Olqllo .012725 .037963
.5 .032672 .003074 .034342 .00882$).055836 .008896 .022089
.6 mlol:; .020733 .002018 .021.909.005760 .03718g .005543 .011305
.001316 .012362 .003295 .021703 .003071 .0046xL
:6 .oo749g :%% .000756 .005438 .001479 .009976 .001438 .00X262
.9 .003989 .001067 .000229 .001305 .000368 .002575 .000393 .000143
1G = 5.00;~ = 0.53333
).10::J2 o.21.1314.033053 9.22476 0.IJ-5150.30129 0.11407 0.25822
.2 .16586 -.028964 .18096 .091172 .25000 .088683 .18088
.3 .099822 .12522 -.023878 .14233 .070208 .20048 .066g84 .u983
.4 .086103 .089867-.018W0 .10813 .052047 .15382 m~7;; .073783
.5 .0729&) .060377-.012007 .077860 .036529 .11118 .041243
.6 .059983 .037100-.:.:: WE .023613 ;:::3 .023003 .020189
.019977 .013375 .013541 .008103
:; :::% .008532–.000835 .013493 Jmm;~6 .019720 .006291 .002292
.9 .016297 .002074-.000076 .003392 3 .005084 .001623 .000277
G=2.70; ~=o.98765
1.10.45202 0.36034 0.oo81173.31821 0.37805 0.52993 0.38713 0.U287
.2 .40754 .27858 .001801 .24605 .29554 .44098 .31152 .30369
.3 .36244 .20840 -.003148 .18468 .22400
.35515 .24389 .19822
.4 .31610 .14953 –.006315 .13345 .16308 .27413 .18367 .12150
.5 .26802 .10146 -.007563 .091570 .11240 .19974 .13081 .068456
.6 .21789 .063568-.007066 .058248 .071532 .13392 .085735 .034186
.7 .16569 .035110–.005291 .0327@ .040102 .078794 .049228 .014U5
.8 .mL64 .015387-.002943 .014684 .017807 .036565 .022228 .004113





















































































T0.55897 0.u615.43581 .093333.32950 .0719g9.23930 .052780.16448 .036199.10435 .022633.058281 .012294.025769 .005209.006422 .00122h

















































~ = 1.30; ~ = 2.0513
3.67296 0A662 0.82491 1.8.278 0.96G1 l.~f% 0.81527
.52656 .1.1935 .64463 1.4367 .80041 1.4842











.12772 .031641 .15307‘ .35065 .23999 .38390 .068268
.071505 .017785 .084889 .19594 .14086 .21711
.031670 .007849 .037183 .086503 .065263 .096&8 :%f;:
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xl L3 L6 “ N~
‘2 N3‘ N4’ li5 N6
_ 10 = 0.90; ~ = 2.9630
).1 4.4737 0.94798 0.18173 1.2828 3.9522 1.3U2 3.9875 1.1433
.2 3.9923 .74514 .14937 1.0079 3.1143 1.1.141 3.1692 .79802
.3 3.5056 .56783 .U854 .76704 2.3774 .@322 2.4393
.4 3.0142
.53164
.41546 .089945 .55989 1.7412 .68608 1.fbo5 .33314
.5 2.51E% .28749 .064290 .38613 1.2051 .49737 1.2554
.6 2.0193
.19197
.18345 .04220g .24532 .76858 , .33187 .80612 .097943
.7 1.5172 .10295 .024276 .13693 .43073 .19438 .45463 .’041205
.8 1.0127 .045679 .010996 .0603~ .19070 .08$)861.20244 .o12184
.9 .50674 .oI.I_408.002794 .014g66 .047488 .023341 .050667 .001521
1G = 0.80; ~ = 3.3333
).1 5.6843 1.0609 0.18905 1.4657 5.0401 1.5007 5.0764 1.2783
.2 5.0687 .83477 .15564 1.1529 3.9736 1.2436 4.0300 .89330




.0941.25.64205 2.2243 .76527 2.2850 .37369
:5 3.1917 .32287 .067464 .44340 1.5405 .55456 1.5919 .21.553
.6 2.5579 .20615 .044433 .282U .983u .36986 1.0215 .I.I.004
.7 1.g2U. .U575 .025648 .15770 .55134 .=653
.8 1.2820
.57580 .046321
.051375 .012.665.069637 .24.427 .10005 .25629 .013703
.9 .64137 .012833 .002976 .017292 .060870 .025976 .064131 .ool~
1
G = 0.74; ~ = 3.6036
).1 6.6579 1.1437 0.19310 1.5982 5.9153 1.6156 5.9522 1.3772
.2 5.9343 .9037 .159U 1.2579 4.6651 1.3385 4.7223 ;::%;





.096441 .70150 2.6131 .82338 2.6746
.4’0335





.045667 .30872 1.1558 .39775 1.1947 .l.188a
.7 2.2458 .12509 .o2641o .17272 .64844 .23279 .67322 .050056
.8 1.4985 .055532 .012037 .076335 .28741 .10753 .29959 .014811
.9 .74962 .013873 .003079 .o18g71..07z640 .027908 .074955 .ool@o
1
R = 0.70; ~ = 3.8095
‘.1 7.4507 1.2068 0.19565 1.6986 6.6283 1.7033 6.6655 1.4528
.2 6.6392 .95044 .16129 1.3375 5.2283 1.41U. 5.2%1 1.0163
.3 5*8221
.72556 .12846 1.0202 3.9956 1.1306 4.0605 .67850
.4 5.0000 .53170 .097902 .74655 2.9298 .86781 2.5919 .42597
.5 4.1735 .36843 .070334 .516= 2.0303 .62863 2.0828
.6 3.3434 .23537
.24587
.046447 .32887 1.2965 .41g08 1.3357 .12561
.7 2.5102 .132a .026891 .18410 .72757 .24523 .~254 .052903
.8 1.6747 .058700 .012272 .081408 .32257 .11325 .33484 .015656







TABLE m“.– VALUES OF FUNCTIONSFOR AILERON FLUTTER CALCULATIONS
FOR M=2 – Centinued
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.
TABIE vI.– VALUES OF FUNCTIONSFOR AILERON ITUITER CKLCUW!IONS
IOR M=2 — cOtiti~a
5 ‘5 L6 ‘1 ~2 “ N3~ l?4~ ‘5 f16
?5= 0.46; $ = 5.79-P
).117.370 1.8201 0.20829 2.6548 15.553 2.5575 15.592 2.i872





9*3939 1.6959 pa; 1.0257
.10514 1.1742 6.8956 1.3008 .64505
.5 9.6854
.55905 .075842 .81384 4.7841 .94158 4:8387 .37287
. 7.7525 .35751 .050317 .51981 3.0588 .62717 3.0995 .19073
.
3.8173 .20098 .029284 .29177 1.7187 .36665 1.7447 .080403
8 3.8795 .08y84 .0134.42.12938 .76302 .16915 .77580 .0238u
:9 1.9401 .022315 .003465, .032269 .19052 .043849 .19401 .002976
1 – 6.34PE = 0.42; - -
k
).120.855 1.9912 0.20993 2.9177 18.688 2.796z 18.728 2.3922
.2 18.554 1.5713 .17352 2.3025 .14.757 2.3152 14.81$ 1.6777
.3 16.248 1.2018 .13865 1.7604 1.1.291 1.8539 K1..359 1.1224
.4 13.937 .88209 .10608 1.2915 8.2891 1.4219 8.3540 .70604
.5 1.L621 .61207 .076555 .89543 5.7518 1.0291 5.8066 .40820
.6 9.3o16 .39147 .050818 i57211 3.6781
.68539 3.7190 .20883
.7 6.9789 .22009 .029594 .32123 2.0671 .40063 2.0931 .088047
.8 4.6538 .097782 .013594 .14250 .91784 .18479 .93067 .026077
.9 2.3273 .024440 .003507‘ .035554 .22923 .047888 .23272 .003258
z6=0.40; ~= 6.6667
.1 23.002 2.0896 o.~069 3.0685 20.62I. 2.9335 20.660 2.5102
.2 20.463 1.64g2 .17418 2.4=8 16.284 2.4289 16.344 L 7606





“.106521.3587 9.1478 1.4g16 9.2128 .74n3
.5 12.814 .64257 .076888 .94221 6.3481 1.0795 6.4030 .42852
.6 10.256 .413.00 .051051 .60209 4.0597 .71892 4.1007 .21g24
.7 7.6945 .23108 .029739 .338I2 2.2817 .42020 2.3078 .092442
.8 5.1310 .10267 .013665 .15002 1.0132 .19380 1.0261 .0273&l
.9 2.5659 .025662 .003526 .037436 .25309 .050217 .25658 .003422
E= 0.38; ~= 7.0175
.1 25.496 2.1984 0.2U42 3.2350 22.866 3.0855 22.905 2.6407
.2 22.681 1.7353 .1748!)2.5534 18.057 2.5547 18.I.I.8 1.8524
.3 19.859 1.3274 .13972 1.9528 13.818 2.0455 13.886 1.2396
.4 17.032 .97448 .106g4 1.4330 10.146 1.5687 10.211
.77992
.5 14.200 .67628 .077206 .993& 7.0410 1.1353
.6 11.365
7.0961 .45099
.43259 .051275 .63516 4.5031 .75602 4.5442 .23076
.7 8.5262 .24323 .029878 .35675 2.5312 .44186 2.5573 .097301
.8 5.6854 .10807 .013733 .15831 1.1241 .20379 1.1370 .028818
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.
TABLE vl. - VAHIES OF IUNCTIONSFOR AILERON FbITER CfWULMCIONS
lJDR M=2 – Continued
c1 L5 L6 I?l N2 lT3v If4’ Ii5 N6
z = 0.36; *= 7:4074
.1 28.418 2.3194 ().gg!g.l3.4197 25.4g~ ;.:;:; ;:.;;~ 2.7857
.2 25.278 1.8310 .17539 2.6995 20.135 1.9544
.3 22.132 1.4007 .14021 2.0647 15.408 2:1574 15:477
.4 18.98Q 1.0284
1.3080
.10733 1.5153 U .314 J.6545 11.380 .82303
.5 15.824 .71374 .0775091.0511 7.8526 1.1973 7.9o78 .47595
.6 12.663 .45657 .051489 .67184 ;.022;
;25673
.79729 5.0637 .24355
.7 9.5002 .030010 .37741 .46596 2.8496
.8 6.3348 .11407
.10270
.013798 .16750 1:2539 .21488 1.2669 .030420
.9 3.1678 .028513 .003563 .0418~5 .31328 .055680 .31677 .oo3b2
m = 0.34; *= 7.8431
.1 31.871 2.4547 0.21277 3.6259 28.603
.2 28.347 1.9380
3.4435 ::.;g 2.94~
.17’5962.8625 22.590 2.8510 2.0684
.3 24.817 1.4827 .14068 2.1897 17.288 2.2826 17:357 1.3845
.4 21.282 1.0887 .10771 1.6072 12.695 1.7504 12.761 .87123
.5 17.742 .75561 .0777951.1149 8.8116 1.2667
.6 14.198 :;~a;
8.8S69 .50387
.051689 .71276 5.6363 .&342 5.6776
.7 10.651 .030133
.25785
.40046 3.1686 .49289 3.lg48
.8 7.1021 .12078
.10873
.013859 .17776 1.4074 .22729
l9 .3.5514 .030190 .003579 .044383
1.4203 .032207
.35164 .058880 .35514 .004.025
a= 0.30; ~. 8.8889
k
.1 40.963 2.7797 0.21397 4.u98 36.785 3.8977 36.825 3.3376
l2 36.429 2.1949 .17699 3.2530 29.055 3.2268 29.I.I.7 2.3423
.3 31.889 1.6795 .14154 2.4889 22.238 2.5833 22.307 1.5681
;4 27.343 1.2333 .1084o 1.8272 16.332 1.9809
.85614
16.398 .98694
.5 22.793 .0783221.2678 11.337 1.4334 11.392
.6 18.239
;~g;~
.54774 .052060 .81071 7.2525
.95435 7.2939
.7 13.682 .30803 .030363 .45561 4.0777 .55766 4.1040 .12322
.8 9.1225 .13687 .o13971 .20229 1.8ti4 .25713 1.8244 .036502
.9 4.5617 .034215 .0036u .050523 .45260 .066603 .45616 .004562
. ~ = 9.5238z= 0.28; 1
.1 47.038 2.9771 “ O.!214524.4191 42.252 4.1736 42.292 3.5743
.2 41.829 2.3510 .17746 3.4897 33.375 ;.~6; 33.437 2.5087
.3 36.613 1.7991 .14193 2i6702 25.545 . 25.614 1.6797
.4 31.393 1.3212 .10871 1.9605 18.762 2.1210 18.827
:: :$;g @lgl:3
1.0572
.0785611.3605 13.024 1.5347 13.080 .61.I-55
.052228 .87004 8.3324 1.0218 :.377; .31301
.7 15:707 .33001 X@+;: .489Q1 4.6851
.59703 .13201
.8 10.472 .14-665 .21~5 2.0814 .27526
.9 5.2366 .036658 .003625 .054236
2:0944 .039107
.52005 .071313 .52365 .004888
.
.
.-. . ... .. .-... _—_ .- —.—. .. .. . .. __ --. —.—————....____ ___ ___ ._._. .,
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TABLE VI.- WLUES OF FUNCTIONSFOR AILERON FL- CKWTJLATIONS
EUR M=2 - Continued
1 ‘5 ‘6 “ ‘1 ‘2 N3* lq~ ‘5
~6
1 – 10.256iii= 0.26;--k
I.154.567 3.204g 0.21.503k.7642 49.029 4.4P2 49.069 3.8476
.248.522 2.531.1 .17790 3.7625 38.729 3.n89 38.791 2.7008
.3 42.470 1.9370 .14230 2.8791 29.644 2.9771 29.n3 1.8084
.436.413 1.4226 .10901 2.1141 21.773 2.2828 21.839 1.1383
.530.351 .98762 .0787851J+672 15.116 1.6517 15.171 .65850
.624.285 .63192 .052386 .93840 9.’67L01.0996 9.7125
.33705
.718.zL7
.35538 .030566 .52748 5.43E?0 .6424g y46
.812.146
.14zt6
.15793 .014071 .23426 2.4160 .29622 .0421.13
.9 6.0732 .039478 .0036U.O.058520 .60370 .076738 :60732 .005263
?6= 0.24;~ = u..l.l.lk
.164.057 3.4708 0.21550 5.1663 57.569 4.8641 57.609 4.1666
.256.957 2.7413 .17830 4.084)3 45.477 4.0267 45.539 2.9249
.3 49.851 2.0980 .14264 3.1226 34.8D 3.2234 34.880
.4 k2.ng 1.5409
1.9586
.10928 2.2931 25.569 2.4n6 25.635 1.2330








.38498 .030655 .57231 6.3870 .69554 6.4134 .15400
.814.255 .1n08‘ .014u6 .25421 2.8378 .32068 2.8508 .045619
.9 7.1276 .042768 .003653 .063510 .70920 .083061 .P276 .005703
E = 0.22;1- = 12.121k
.176.251 3.7852 0.21594 5.6412 68.543 5.3038 68.584 4.5437
.267.796 2.9897 .17868 4.4557 54.148 4.3906 54.210 3.1899
-359.335 2.2883 .14295 3.4101 41.450 3.5147 41.519 2.1362
.4 50.868 1.6Eb8 .10953 2.5043 30.447 2.6g49 30.513 1.3U8
.542.397 1.1670 .0791831.7384 21.139 1.9497 21.195 .77804
.633.922 .7G72 .0526651.11.20 13.526 1.2980 13.567 .39827
.725.WA .41997 .030741 .625zL 7.6063 .75834 7.6328 .16800
.816.g64 .1%63 .014157
.27773 3.3798 .34961 3:&5; .049763
.9 8.k825 .o~656 .003661 .069390 .84460 .090557 .006220
?5= 0.20;$ = 13.333
.
.192.283 4.1625 0.21634 6.2105 82.972 5.8317 83.OU? 4.9964
.2 82.047 3.2880 .17902 4.9056 65.549 4.8275 65.61J- ;.50;3
.3 71.804 2.5167 .14323 3.7547 50.178 3.8644 50.247
.461.556 1.8486 .10976 2.7576 36.859 2.9629 36.925 1:4791
.551.304 1.2835 .0793571.9143
.641.048
25.592 2.1436 25.648 .85576
.82134 .0527$)01.2247 16.376 1.4270 16.417 .43E!a7
.730.789 .46195 .030817 .68862 9.2095 .83370 9.2360 .18479
.820.527 .20529 .014195 .3059-2 4.0$x22 .38434 4.1053 .054749
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TAME VI.- VAIU.ESOF FUNCTIONSFOR AILERON FLUFl!ERCKL.C!UIATIONS
lK)RM=2 - Centinued
5

































.13.053 1.2671T0.11.13.954.6239.2101.31 3.6526.3 88.65 2.796076.0022.0538:5 63.3421.4260.6 50.67 .91255. 38.ou .5132625.342 .22810:9 12.672 .05702 5.54983.89682.60991.6432.95075.48672.20533.060831.007601
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64 NACA TN 2055
‘IYLBLEVI.-VALULSOF IUIUi’IOli2!KR AXLERONFLWITFXCJWXL4TIOH2
m M.2-cOnclllaea
xl % L6 =1 X2 X3‘ Kkt ‘5 Ig


































































































































































iii= 0.02;* = 133.33
.
I I
8313.7 58.201 8313.7 49.e69
6568.8 48.in 6568.9 35.035
5029.2 38.566 W9.3 23.459
3695.0 29.562 3695.0 lb.7tn
2565.9 2.1.393 2566.0 - 8.54!+9
1642.2 14.234 1642.2 4.3794
923.74 8.3269 923.76 1.8424
410.56 3.8327 410.56 .54742
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TABLE VII.-VALUES OF FUNCTIONS FOR AILERON FLUTTER CAICUZATIONS
FOR M=$
xl L5 L(5 I?~ N2 ~31 N4‘
~3 \ N6
z = 20.00; + = 0.U,905 ‘
‘.10.005088 0.038552 0.000565 0.o3871o 0.004601 0.054018 0.004564 0.046301
.004530 ;$043; .000526 .030509 .003637 .044712 .003615 .0324.85
:; .003976 .000361 .023352 .002786 .035789 .002784 .021771
.4 :W)$ .0171.14 .000314 .017226 .002047 .027436 .002050 .013710
.5 .011897 .000297 .011984 .0014’20 .019850 .001421 .007955
.6 .002248 .007591 .000288 .007658 .000$11.1.013215 .000888 .00W5
.7 .001703 .004249 .000203 ,004241 .000515 .007720 .000507 .001709
.8 .001131 .001872 .000090 .001868 .000231 .003558 .000221 .000505
.9 .000587 .000442 .000031 .000458 .000058 .000920 .000057 .000059
a = 10.oo; ~= 0.23810
.1 0.020302 0.077057 0.001485 0:::722 0.018435 0.10830 0.018158 0.92832
.2 .017981 .C%0731 .001562 .014609
.015798 .04634-4
.089675 .014209 .065047
.3 .001645 .046504 .011’221 .071784 .010933 .043434
.4 .013628 .033991 .001391 .033661 .008265 .055040 .008113 .027341
.5 .011354 .023577 .000790 .022960 .005762 .039831 .005613 .015854
.6 .009046 .014977 .000216 .014584 .003720 .026522 .003535 .008085
.7 .ot%838 .008246 –.000026 .008289 .002122 .015488 .001988 .003340
.8 :()@; :Oog$ –.000015 .003757 .000957 .007127 .000916 .000952
.9 .000012 .000949 .000241 .001841 .000241 .OOOSL4
1
6=5.00; ~= 0.47619
‘.10.081550 0.15241 <.017980 0.16168 0.072634 0.21606 0.072182 0.18483
.2 .072365 .1.1982 –.015628 .12960 .057407 .17913 .056564 .12935
.3 .063408 .090939 –.012842 .10126 .044065 .14359 .043124 .085973
.4 .054704 .065966 –.009713 .076303 .032531 .11019 .031805 .0534.42
l5 .046152 .045065 –*o@5547 .054511 .022738 .079739 .022396 :030382
.6 .037555 .028307 –.003754 .035890 .014657 .053050 .014662 .015231
.7 .028706 .015625 –.001685 .020699 .008298 .030951 .008474 .006287
.8 .019471 .006832 –.000489 .009373 .003705 .014240 .003863 .001827
.9 .009854 .001689 -.000045 .002367 .000928 .003680 .000983 .000225
Z= 4..80;~ = 0.49603
1.10.088415 0.15853 -0.020320 0.16533 0.078556 0.22510 0.078077 0.19237
.2 .078521 .X2451 –.017805 .13234 .062053 .18666 .061253 .13447
.3 .068887 .094.429–.014840 .10325 .047604 .14967 .046798 .089277
.4 .059502 “.068465 -.011492 .077737 .035125 .l148g .034594 .055454
.5 .050233 .046774 –.008042 .055539 .024546 .083172 .024397 .031521
.6 .040872 .029396 –.004894 .036619 .015825 .055357 .015976 .015809
.7 .031218 .016241 –.002428 .021185 .008967 .032309 .009224 .006532
.8 .021153 .007109 ; Ooxlg .009638 .004010 .014869 .004199 .001901
.9 .010696 .001759 .002449 .001007 .003842 .001G57 .000235
65
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wl13LE VII.- TULUES OF FUNCTIONS FQR AILERON FLUTTER CALCULATIONS
FOR M = ~ – Continued
‘1 L5 Lf5 I?l lT2 N3~ N4’ N5 N6



























































































































































































































TABLEVII.– VALUES OF FONC!KU3NSFOR AEEROI? FLUTTER CALCULKECONS
F& M=: - Continues
xl L3 % Nl IQ M3‘ N4’ N5 N6
1G = 1.o43– = 2.2894k
).12.0291 0.663960.0739230.759231.8015 0.935681.8132 0.79881
.21.8089 .52321 .c60606 .597151.4.206
.775@l 1.4388 .55925





.55114 .34505 .567Q8 .13550
.0168k3 .14609 .22996 ;:64& .069250
.7 .68507 .072910.009630.Q81678 :?$$ .029173
.8 .45715 .032376.004333’.036072.oa7486 :;2:25 .091395.008635
.9 .22870 .oo8@o .001093.008960.0218u .016104.022868.001079
iii=0.96;~= 2.48o2
1.12.3862 0.717940.0767530.829722.1224 1.0109 2.1344 0.86345
.22.1264 .56595 .063027.653001.6741 .837241.6928 .60k76
.31.8648 .43240 .049957.497831.2794 .670631.3004
.41.6016
.40414
.31710 .037854.36409 .93808 .51457 .95824 .25394
.51.3370- 21;: .02701.2.25162 .65008 .37259 .66715 .14668
.61.0711 .017700.16021 .41513 .24827 .42789 .074984
.7 .80421.078967.010158.089640.23297 .14520 .24109 .031595
.8 .53657 .035071.004589.039618.10329 .067017.10728 .009353
.9 .26842 .008764.00U62 .009348.025758.017378.@6839 .00~6$
?6= 0.86;$ = 2.7683
1.12.98ti 0.799670.0800470.935752.6567 1.1248 2.6690 0.96136
.22.6547 .63065 .065847.736982.0962 .931492.1153 .67367
.32.3271 .48203
.41.9979
.0523@ .562291.6024 .746031.6240 .45040










.71.0024 .o&3127 .010774.10161 .29225 .16141 .30054 .035258
.8 .66870 .039144.004890.044951.12963 .074477.133’?0 .010439
“9 “33443 l009783 .oo~45 .03J.184.032343.019307.033446.001304




.23.2317 .067921.819202.5573 1.0245 2.5768 .74164
.32.8320 .53094
.054032.625391.9555 .820451.9774 .49601
.42.4307 .38960 .UU20 .458041.4347 .629361.4557 .3u89
.52.0279 .27027 .02gk92 .31703 .99490 .45557L 0126
.61.6239 .17282
.18027






.9 .40662 .010786.001306.012491.039536.021213-.04(%60 .oo143t
.. . .... ... ..____ ________ .
..—. .... . . _... _ —.. —— . .. —_. ..—. _
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TABLE VII.- V- OF FUIWI’IONSFOR AILERON FIUTI’ERCAICUIATIONS
FOR M=? – Continize-d ..
xl L~ L6 N1 N2 N3‘ N4’ N5 N(.5
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TABLE VII.– VAlIlE3OF FUNCTIONS FOR AILERON FLUTTER CALCULATIONS
FOR M=? - Continued
xl L3 % I?l N2 N3 ‘ N4 ‘ ‘N5 N6














































































































































LO.492 1.4853 0.090060 L 8055 9.4153
9.3319 1.1729 .0744241.4252 7.4362






4.6742 .29275 .021761 .35464 1.8553
3.5066 .16463 .0E665 .19921 1.0430
2.3381 .073158 .005815 .088413 .46324







































1.2.592 1.6260 0.090752 1.9818
L1.198 1.2841 .075016 1.56k.6
9.8031 .98276 .059944 1.1968
8.4o6o .72177 .045864 .878k9
;.00;; .50107 .033100 .60945
.32c60 .021973 .38963
4:2065 .18030 .012796 .21892
~.8048 .080124 .005878 .097179




































TABLEVII.- VKLUES OF FUNCTIONS FOR AILIRON FLU’JZ!ERCALCULATIONS
FOR M=; – Canti.nued
L5 L6 Iq E2 M3 ‘ N4‘ N5 N6











































.2 17.100 I.5853 .0760471.9407
.3 14.967 1.2134 .0608031.4850
.4 x2.832 .89x28 .0465531.0903
.5 10.696 .61882 .033625 .75666
.6 8.5582 .39598 .022343 .483g2
.7 6.41g6 .22271 .013026 .27200
.8 4.2801 .098973 .005991 .12079
.9 2.1402 .024742 .001547 .030174
1.1 21.714 2.1321 0.o~218 2.6132
.2 19.307 1.6842 .076273 2.c%38
.3 16.898 1.2891 .060992 1.5793
.4 14.487 .94692 ;04140 1.1597
.5 32.075 .65746 .80484
.6 9.6618 .42071 .022425 .51477
.7 7.2472 .23662 .013077 .28937
.8 4.831g .10516 .006016 .12852






































































































.050978 .24161 .003505I 1
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..
TABLE VII.- VJILUES OF FUNCTIONS FOR AILERON l?LUTl!ER
FOR M=; – Continued
CALCULATIONS
1-7.9365m = 0.30;~–
r).124.71o.2 21.970.319.228.416.485.513.740.610.993.7 8.245s.8 5.4971.9 2.74gC 22.21117.54613.4319.86576.84974.38272.J+6471.0951.273702.2739L 79621.37491.0100.701.26.44875.25239.u217.02804~ 1:092465.076485.061168.046847.033848.0224gg.013123.006038.00156c2.78962.20321.6861L 2382.85939.54971.30903.13726.0342gE 3.18542.63692.11081.6184L 1708:;?;;!.20989.05436(22.22517.56713.4559.88816.8685;.;wg1:0995.274902.72931.91631.2835.808(%.46754.23934.10096.029911.003739






























































32.908 2.6230 0.0929J.23.2233 29.589
29.257 2.0721 .076867 2.5461 23.376
25.605 L 5862 .061488 1.9487, :;.;3;
21.950 L 1652
.047103 1.4312
18.294 .80907 .034044 .99347 9:1269
14.637 .51775 .022637 .63556 5.8402
10.979 .29=1 .013208 .35734 3.28k5
;.g;: .12g42 .006080 .15874 1.4595
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TAME VII.– TAXES OF FUNCTIONS FOR AILERON ELU’ITER
FOR M=; – Continued
CALCULA!MONS
xl L5 L6 % ~2 N3‘ N4‘ . N5 N6 .



































































































































































































































































!LARIE VII.-WWJES OF FUN(XIONS FOR AILEROiJFIUITES CAUXJMI!IONS
FOR W=z
- Conoluded
‘1 L5 L6 Ifl W2 N3‘ rf4’ H5 N6
1E = 0.14; - = 17.007k












75.729 2.1633 .047660 2.6679
63.uo 1.5023
45.412 3.k625 45.435 1.7307
.5 .034467 1.8525
.6
31.535 2.5048 31.554 1.0015





.97391 U. 360 .21633
2512k6 .24035 .006173 .29629 5.0448 .44894 5.0491 .064102
.9 12.623 .060c86 .001601 .074060 1.2612 .u629 1.2623 .009008
1
z = o.12;- = 19.841k
0:1 154.60 5.6792 0.093980 7.0077 ‘139.U
.2
7.9516 139.13 6.8152





84.150 5.2685 84.173 3.2064
2:5238
.047719 :.~;; 61.822 4.0391 61.845 2.0190










.77825 15.454 1.1360 15.463 .25240
34.362 .28040 .006188 .34586 6.8681 .52383 6.8725 .074768
.9 17.181 .070101 .001603 .086460 1.7170 .13568 1.7181 .009349
~ = 39.683 ‘-E = 0.06;1
0.1 618.50 IJ..357 0.09418714.025 556.62 15.899 556.64. 13.629
.2 549.78 8.9732 .077958la.081 439.80 13.161 439.82
.3 481.06 6.8700 .062398 8.4840
9.5709
.4 4X2.35
336.72 10.534 336.74 6.43.23
5.0473 .047834 6.2330 247.38 8.0759 247.4o
.5 343.62 3.50.51
4.0384
.034595 4.3284 171.79 5.8417 171.81 2.3368
.6 274.gO 2.2432 .023010 2.7701 109.95 ,3.8877 109.96 1.1963
.7 2(%.18 1.2618 .013436 1.5581 61.844 2.2708 61.853 .50466
.8 137.45 .56081 ‘.0C6204 .69250 27.486 1.0471 27.490
.9 68.726 .l@20
.14959
.001588 .17313 6.8720 .27U5 6.8726 .018685
z = 0.04;~ : 59.524
0.1 1391.7 17.035 0.09425421.040 1252.4 23.850 1252.5 20.444
.2 1237.o 13.459 .07801616.624 989.60 19.741 989.62 14.356







556.65 12.115 556.67 6.0562














.OC6224 L 0389Q 61.849 1.5715 61.853 .22438
.9 154.63 .21030 .001578 .25975 15.463 .40488 15.463 ..027864
m = 0.02;* = 119.05 .








3030.8 31:603 3030.8 19.228














556.67 6.822o 556.68 1.5135
1.6824 ‘ .06244 2.0782 247.41 3.1450 247.41
.9 618.53 .42061 .001658
.44582
.51954 61.850 .81914 61.853 .055728
.
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